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Tzu Chi Aids African Countries Hit by

CYCLONE IDAI
In mid-March 2019, Cyclone Idai hit Africa, packing strong winds
and torrential rains. It resulted in devastating damage. Described
as one of the worst weather-related disasters on record to hit the
southern hemisphere, the storm affected nearly three million people in the African nations of Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and
Malawi. Mozambique declared a national state of emergency as
it faced severe flooding in Idai’s wake.
Tzu Chi volunteers from Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Malawi, and
South Africa jumped into action to render aid. Despite difficult
road conditions, they arrived in disaster areas and delivered
much-needed food and daily necessities to victims.
The road to recovery is long. Volunteers will continue to help as
victims work to get their lives back on track.

Three Mozambicans head
home with their belongings,
including tents distributed by
a charity organization. The
number of people taking refuge in tents at temporary
shelters gradually decreased
one month after Cyclone Idai.
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Aid to
Mozambique

MOZAMBIQUE

By Hsiao Yiu-hwa and Cai Kai-fan
Compiled and translated by Wu Hsiao-ting
Photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa

Volunteers pack relief goods at
the Tzu Chi Home in Maputo, the
capital of Mozambique, to be
delivered to areas devastated by
Cyclone Ida. Cyclone Idai swept
across three African countries in
March 2019, causing heavy losses of human lives and property.
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People displaced by Cyclone Idai
first need food, then shelter.
International charity organizations quickly donated seeds and
distributed farming tools, but even
if the seeds are immediately planted, there will still be a gap of several months before the crops can
be harvested. Having just escaped
the storm, how will survivors face
food shortages and a sanitation
and hygiene crisis?

I

t was late in the afternoon on April 3, 2019.
Somewhere in Mahotas, Maputo, the capital of
Mozambique, about 500 people, most of them
women, worked busily sorting and packing
goods. Laughter sometimes rang out as they hustled and bustled about. Some even occasionally
broke into a dance or song. People who didn’t
know better might think that a festival was underway there.
These people were Tzu Chi volunteers in
Mozambique. They were at the Tzu Chi Home
preparing 5,000 packs of relief supplies, each pack
weighing over 20 kilograms (44 lbs), to be rushed
to areas ravaged by Cyclone Idai. They had been
working night and day for over two weeks, and
they would continue for a while longer.
These volunteers were doing unpaid work, but
they cheerfully gave of themselves because they
knew that the goods they were preparing would
be put to good use and help get needy people
through a difficult time in the aftermath of the
disaster.

Putting aid in the hands of victims
To start at the beginning, we have to go back to
March 2019, when Cyclone Idai tore through
Mozambique, Malawi, and Zimbabwe, leaving a
trail of devastation in its path.
Idai first made landfall in Mozambique as a
tropical depression on March 4. After a five-day
trek over land, the storm headed back out into
the Mozambique Channel. It grew in strength
and speed while it was over the ocean. On March
15, the storm hit land for the second time near
Beira, the capital of Sofala Province, central
Mozambique. Packing winds of up to 175 km/h
(110 mph) and dropping a prodigious amount of
rain, Idai wreaked havoc in Mozambique, taking
more than 600 lives and destroying and damaging hundreds of thousands of structures, includ8
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ing more than 3,000 classrooms. Over 710,000
hectares (1,754,000 acres) of farmland were submerged in floods.
Tzu Chi volunteers in Mozambique quickly
mobilized to provide emergency assistance for
victims. Volunteer Dino Foi flew from Maputo to
Beira on March 20 to assess post-disaster conditions and needs. At the same time, Tzu Chi staffer Su Po-chia (蘇柏嘉) and a team of native
Mozambican volunteers drove more than 1,200
kilometers (745 miles) over roads that were very
muddy and badly damaged in many places to
arrive in Grudja, a hard-hit area in Sofala
Province. They distributed rice to local residents
on March 27. Then they headed to Dombe,
Manica Province, to give out more rice to cyclone
victims there.
Muchai is a small riverside village in Dombe.
When Cyclone Idai hit, rising river water overflowed into the village, sweeping away houses
and killing 119 people. The village became like an
isolated island after the cyclone; people could
only get in and out by boat. On March 30, villagers came by boat to receive aid from Tzu Chi volunteers. The village tribal chief told volunteers
that this was the first time aid had reached them
after the storm. Tzu Chi distributed 15 bags of
rice, which could last the village three weeks.
Meanwhile, more supplies were trucked in from
Maputo. On March 31, volunteers held another distribution at a temporary shelter in Dondo District,
Sofala Province, about 36 kilometers (22 miles) from
Beira. There were 150 tents at the shelter, accommodating about 400 families or 2,900 people. Food was
in very short supply. Volunteers gave tent residents
food, other daily necessities, mosquito nets, and
water-purifying liquids, enough to last a family of
five for a month.
The distribution took place at about two in the
afternoon and the sun was hot. Before the event

kicked off, volunteers served drinking water to
the waiting crowds. The disaster areas needed
clean water, so people were very happy when
they saw the potable water served by volunteers.
They eagerly gulped the water down as soon as
they had received it. Volunteers felt for the victims
when they saw how much they longed for a simple cup of water.
Nhamatanda, 106 kilometers from Beira, was
another hard-hit area. Eighty percent of the district was damaged by the cyclone with over 50,000
families affected. On April 7, Tzu Chi volunteers
from the United States, Taiwan, China, and South
Africa joined their counterparts in Mozambique
and began distributing aid in villages there,
including Nhamatanda, Tica, and Lamego. Each
family received cornmeal, beans, cooking oil, salt,
soap, spoons, toothpaste, toothbrushes, water
purifying liquids, and other supplies. By midApril, over 5,000 households had received aid.
Many victims arrived very early at a distribution site because they were afraid of missing the
chance to receive aid. Most of them had gone hungry for days. An older woman burst into tears
when she received her supplies and, holding a
volunteer ’s hand firmly in hers, kept saying
thanks. Then, mustering all her strength, she
hoisted the heavy supplies onto her head and tottered back to her home.
Volunteers accompanied Anastacia, a physically challenged recipient, back to her home. She
had come to the distribution venue on a tricycle.
Volunteers pushed her tricycle, which had become
much heavier with the supplies, for over 40 minutes to reach her home. On the way there, they
saw many villagers rebuilding their simple, crude
houses. Their original homes had been damaged
or destroyed by the cyclone.
Anastacia makes a living by selling peanuts. She
had made about six U.S. dollars a month before the

cyclone. The supplies she received on this day were
enough to last her family for a month. In order to
make sure that she knew how to use the water-purifying liquids distributed by Tzu Chi, volunteers
slowly explained each step to her.
Afterwards, Anastacia took out the beans she
had just received and began fixing dinner for her
family. “We haven’t had a real meal in a long
time,” she said. “Thanks to Tzu Chi for allowing
our stomachs to be warmed.”
Challenges
Cyclone Idai has triggered one challenge after
another for Mozambique. In addition to the huge
devastation it caused, the storm led to a significant surge of cholera cases in the nation.
Furthermore, since considerable areas of farmland
were ruined, resulting in severe crop losses, food
shortages are very likely to follow in the disaster
areas, triggering another humanitarian crisis.
Displaced people need food first, then shelter.
According to statistics from the United Nations
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, food enough to feed nearly one million
people was quickly donated to the needy in the
aftermath of the cyclone. The Food and
Agriculture Organization and charity groups in
different countries have also provided 1,800,000
tons of seeds for planting, and a distribution of
farming utensils has been set in motion. Even so,
even if fields are immediately tilled and seeds
planted, there will be a gap of several months
before the crops will be harvested. It appears inevitable that food will be in short supply.
On top of that, before their homes are rebuilt,
many survivors still need to live in shelters with
poor sanitary conditions. Their hygiene and
health is another big concern. The road to recovery is long. Tzu Chi volunteers will continue to
extend aid and care to the needy.
May 2019
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SURVIVAL CHALLENGE TO THE POOR
A child (left) in the village of Tica, Nhamatanda, Sofala
Province, tries to start a fire to cook near the tent he is
taking shelter in.
At a temporary shelter (above) made up of tents in the
village of Tica, children line up for meals provided by
charity organizations from abroad.
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SHORTAGE OF CLEAN DRINKING WATER
A worker (above) from a provincial health clinic in Sofala Province
feeds a woman an oral vaccine for cholera provided by a foreign
charity organization.
People in the village of Lamego, Nhamatanda (right), use a public
pump to obtain water from underground to drink.
A tract of farmland (below) submerged in floodwater is a playground
for a child.

LONGING FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW
At a distribution venue
in Nhamatanda (right
above), an aid recipient
touches her cheek to a
photo of Master Cheng
Yen out of gratitude for
the foundation’s help.
Volunteers (right below)
help aid recipients carry
relief supplies.
A cyclone victim (left)
smiles while holding
relief supplies distributed by Tzu Chi. The
foundation has dedicated a lot of manpower
and resources to helping victims of Cyclone
Idai in the hope of easing their burden.
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Aid to Zimbabwe

ZIMBABWE

By Jessica Yang
Translated by George Chen
Photos by Lee Mun Keat

Chimanimani District in eastern Zimbabwe was
one of the areas hardest hit by Cyclone Idai. With
their houses seriously damaged or destroyed in
the storm, villagers were put up in temporary
shelters, subsisting on basic amenities and food
from the government and NGOs. A river, pictured
here, formed after the disaster. Having received
supplies from the local government, villagers
crossed over the river on makeshift bridges to
return to their temporary homes after the storm.

W

hen Cyclone Idai swept through
Zimbabwe from March 15 to 17, 2019, the
l a n d l o c k e d c o u n t r y b o rd e r i n g
Mozambique received more than 600 millimeters
(23.6 inches) of rapid rainfall within 24 hours.
Massive landslides and flooding followed, wiping
out entire landscapes. Manicaland Province in
eastern Zimbabwe reported severe damage, with
more than 90 percent of the mountainous
Chimanimani District lying in ruins.
A week after the cyclone struck, all main roads
and bridges leading to the hardest hit areas in the
eastern part of the country still remained inaccessible. Undaunted, Tino Chu (朱金財), head of Tzu
Chi Zimbabwe, and a team of native volunteers
drove a vehicle full of bread and water-purifying
agents from the national capital, Harare, to the
disaster zones. They were led by local villagers
familiar with alternative routes. Since they had to
circumvent so many sections of road that had been
damaged, what would have been a five-hour drive
to Chimanimani became an arduous journey of
more than 10 hours. At night, the team camped
outside a pitch-dark military base.
16
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During their journey, the volunteers passed
through quite a few settlements that had been hit
by landslides. Survivors recounted that on that fateful night, torrential downpours descended rapidly
from all directions, uprooting trees and triggering
severe flooding. When the water receded, only rubble and mud were left behind across the ravaged
landscape. A week after the disaster, survivors were
still almost entirely dependent on limited supplies
delivered by helicopters. They were also at the
Cyclone Idai dealt a hard blow to Chimanimani,
turning the entire region into a disaster area. Tzu
Chi volunteers quickly delivered food and water
purification agents to survivors housed in shelters.

mercy of temperatures which ranged from the mid20 degrees Celsius (77 degrees Fahrenheit) during
the day to lower than 10 degrees (50 degrees
Fahrenheit) during the night.
Electricity and water supplies were interrupted
in the disaster areas. As a result, survivors were
forced to consume water collected from roadside
puddles. The first item Tzu Chi volunteers distributed was a water purification agent, of which 150
milliliters could purify a thousand liters of untreated water. Volunteers also quickly reviewed the
needs of shelters and disaster sites and immediately
set out to prepare the next delivery of relief items,
including food, water purification agents, blankets,
and other basic daily living necessities.

When Cyclone Idai hit, landslides all but wiped out
several villages in Chimanimani District. After the
disaster, Tzu Chi volunteers accompanied some villagers back to where their homes once stood.

Gasoline needed
When volunteers returned to Harare to purchase more relief supplies, they also had to find
ways to fuel the three vehicles they were using for
the relief mission. Gasoline is in short supply in
Zimbabwe due to the nation’s weak economy and
a shortage of foreign currency. In city areas, refilling gas tanks at a gas station usually requires an
average wait of four hours. The long queue of
waiting vehicles often chokes the roads, causing
severe traffic jams.
Volunteer Chu has spent many years traveling across the country to care for the needy, so
he is used to the challenge of purchasing gasoline in Zimbabwe. However, the challenge this
time was to fuel not one but three vehicles to
urgently transport relief supplies to the disaster
zones. Every day, volunteers left home early to
find stations that still had gasoline supplies.
“Recently, the longest I’ve been in line at a gas
station was nearly seven hours,” said Chu. “That
would have been acceptable if the wait had
resulted in full gas tanks. However, on several
occasions, just as it was about my turn to refuel
after I had waited several hours, station staffers
announced they had run out of gasoline. No gasoline means we cannot travel to disaster
zones….” He choked up with emotion in midsentence. After he had recovered, he continued:
“Having personally visited the disaster areas
and witnessed the devastation, we know how
badly cyclone victims need help.”
Knowing that Tzu Chi volunteers were traveling to the disaster areas to deliver aid, people who
lived in communities that had been receiving aid
from the foundation generously donated what
they could to help. On April 2, about 800 people in
Eastview, on the outskirts of Harare, gathered to
make donations. Although poor, each brought
whatever clothes and money they could contribute and entrusted them to Tzu Chi volunteers to
deliver to the disaster areas.
Agnes, 78, is unemployed and lives alone. She
donated 30 cents (about three U.S. cents), an
amount that accounted for almost her entire life
savings. “When I heard about the calamities
A Tzu Chi volunteer displays a photo salvaged from
the rubble.
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People residing on the outskirts of the national
capital, Harare, donate second-hand clothes and
money to Tzu Chi for volunteers to deliver to disasJESSICA YANG
ter areas.

caused by Cyclone Idai,” she said, “I was so sad
that I cried. I just wish to have the opportunity to
pass my blessings on to the survivors.”
Many residents in Jacha, Epworth, which lies
about 12 kilometers (7.5 miles) from the Harare
city center, moved to that area from out of town
and are poverty-stricken. Despite their difficult
financial situations, many donated their most
valuable possessions. “Clothes and shoes are
among the items the disaster victims need the
most,” some said. “This is something we can
do.”
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Sad people comforting sad people
Chimanimani District was a grim picture of
devastation after the cyclone, with rock debris
and mud blanketing the areas that had been
impacted by landslides. Roads were badly damaged and cut off. Three weeks after the disaster,
the local government was still trying their best to
repair the roads, with almost no progress made on
repairs to other infrastructure.
International rescue teams, with the help of
search and rescue dogs, continued to locate the
remains of victims buried alive in the debris. At
Kopa, a village in the mountain foothills, landslides had uprooted the administration center and
more than a hundred buildings. Several hundred
residents were reported to be dead or missing. A
rushing river formed after the cyclone. Survivors

carefully crossed over the river on makeshift log
bridges to collect relief supplies distributed by the
local government.
On April 5 and 12, Tzu Chi volunteers launched
two large-scale distributions. Forty-eight five-kilo
(11-pound) bags of soya chunks (a food made from
soybeans after the oil has been extracted) were
donated to seven shelters. Volunteers also brought
2,000 blankets to survivors to help them stay warm
in the cold nights. An additional 400 families
received cooking oil, salt, sugar, cornmeal, and
clothing. Overjoyed, the aid recipients clapped
and sang. (By mid-April, 3,725 families had
received aid from Tzu Chi.)
Nearly a hundred houses in Ngangu village
were washed away by landslides, with many
more houses severely damaged. Over a thousand

survivors took refuge in four shelters. Mukando, a
female victim, told Tzu Chi volunteers that people
from other charity organizations had come to help
them, but they all had left as soon as they’d delivered their relief supplies. “You personally handed
the supplies to us,” she said, “and you also prayed
with us. The way you conducted the distribution
moved me very much. This is the first time I have
felt such warmth.”
Mukando led Tzu Chi volunteers to where her
home once stood. Pointing to a large plot of land
in front of her, she said, “Our house had three
bedrooms. Here was the yard where I reared
chickens. Over there was our kitchen.”
Landslides smashed into her home the night
the cyclone hit. Her husband and two daughters
were injured, but fortunately the whole family
escaped safely. After that, they were sheltered in a
church. Having lost all their possessions,
Mukando felt listless. She often walked to a
stream some distance away to do laundry, or went
to collect relief supplies for her family. She just did
not want to stay put in the crowded church. Her
situation was the epitome of the people who had
no choice but to stay in shelters.
With their hearts warmed by Tzu Chi volunteers, Mukando and her family, who had been
feeling helpless since the disaster, broke into
smiles. The younger daughter in the family looked
cheerful as she put on clothes brought by the volunteers. The warm help from strangers seemed to
have helped her regain some hope for the future.
Jean Mutekure was a member of the Tzu Chi
relief team. Her hometown is in Chimanimani
District. She lost four family members to the disaster. She could not contain her grief when she
returned to her hometown, especially as her parents and older brother and sister were still missing without a trace.
When Mutekure saw a woman standing alone
looking forlornly ahead at a piece of land strewn
with rubble, she walked up to her and shared
with her about her tragedy of losing family to the
disaster. “Let’s not be sad,” Mutekure said to her.
“Let’s submit ourselves to God. Don’t cry, don’t
cry. We must believe in God, believe that everything will become better.” The woman, who had
lost six relatives, hugged Mutekure tightly. In the
embrace, the two women found an outlet for
their grief.
Despite her sadness, Mutekure pledged that she
would expand her love for her family to include
the entire human family and continue to serve the
needy with other Tzu Chi volunteers.
May 2019
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Aid to Malawi
By Zhou Xian-bin and Yuan Ya-qi
Translated by Wu Hsiao-ting
Photos by Zhou Xian-bin

MALAWI

One brick house after another was constructed in a mountain village in Malawi, providing shelter to
impoverished villagers. Almost everyone in the village had become a volunteer in this Tzu Chi reconstruction project, helping out in whatever way they could.

R

ain poured down at three in the morning,
waking Michael Pan (潘明水), a Tzu Chi
volunteer from South Africa. Once awakened, he couldn’t go back to sleep, concerned that
the rain would delay a housing reconstruction
project Tzu Chi had initiated for storm victims in
Malawi.
The rain finally stopped at nine. Pan and other
volunteers first went to purchase cement, then
they set off for Ching’ombe village to start the
reconstruction project. The journey wasn’t easy;
the roads leading to the mountain village were
slow going due to the extensive mud and deep
puddles in many places.
November through May is the rainy season in
Malawi. In early March 2019, a tropical depression brought a lot of rain, resulting in flooding in
many places in the south of the country. The
depression later developed into Tropical Cyclone
Idai, wreaking even greater havoc in neighboring
Mozambique.

Tzu Chi volunteers in Malawi quickly went to
disaster areas in the nation to assess damage.
Another team of volunteers from South Africa
traveled 2,400 kilometers (1,490 miles) by bus and
joined their counterparts in Malawi in delivering
aid to victims. They brought cornmeal, secondhand clothes, and other needed supplies.
Over 40,000 people in Blantyre, a large city in
southern Malawi, were affected by the cyclone.
Ching’ombe, located on the outskirts of the city,
had received aid from Tzu Chi before. Volunteers
found after visiting the area that 120 houses there
had been destroyed or severely damaged.
Indigent locals typically build their homes with
sun-dried mud bricks, but when torrential rains
hit, this kind of house is at a greater risk of collapsing. After assessment, volunteers decided to
use more durable materials, such as fired bricks
and cement, to rebuild the homes for 70 impoverished households in the village. The reconstruction project was kicked off on March 18.

Volunteers and villagers build a house in a Tzu Chi
reconstruction project for cyclone victims in
Ching’ombe village, on the outskirts of Blantyre,
Malawi.

Water-carrying team
The day after the project started, volunteers
traveled from a market in Blantyre to Ching’ombe
to continue working. Hampered by difficult road
conditions, they didn’t arrive there until nearly
11 a.m. Once there, they were surprised to find
that the walls of the house they had started
building the day before had grown considerably
higher overnight. The walls had barely reached
their calves when they left the day before, but
now they were as high as their waists. It turned
out that local villagers had, without being asked,
arrived at eight to start building.
The village tribal chief, Godfry Madukani,
expressed his appreciation to Tzu Chi: “I thank Tzu
Chi for everything the foundation has done for our
village.” Touched by how Tzu Chi volunteers had
traveled a long way to help them, the chief had
taken the initiative and called on villagers to join

Some people in Ching’ombe still lived in stormdamaged houses.

the reconstruction effort. He had also rolled up his
sleeves and helped move cement.
Heavy rains had washed out depressions and
holes on the roads. Early that morning, residents
had filled some holes on the roads with dirt to
allow safer passage of the vehicles transporting
building materials to the village. Everyone helped
the best they could. Villagers also helped by transporting bucket after bucket of locally collected
sand and water to be mixed with cement.
Local women were good at fetching water
from local water sources, which were located at
a great distance, some as far as two kilometers
(1.2 miles) away. Balancing water buckets on their
heads, a team of female villagers moved one
bucket of water after another back to the construcMay 2019
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tion sites. Volunteer Zhou Xian-bin (周憲斌), from
South Africa, followed the women to a water
source. He said that even without carrying water,
he became short of breath just tagging behind the
women. He became even more winded on the
uphill stretches. Fetching water was clearly not an
easy task. “I was amazed and touched to see them
helping out so cheerfully.”

Many villagers in Ching’ombe participated in the reconstruction project, where houses were either rebuilt or repaired. Thirty houses had
been completed by mid-April 2019.
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Many hands make light work
From the first house, the project spread out to
many other sites in the village. Sometimes as
many as eight houses were being built at the
same time. From the launch of the project, Zhou
and his fellow volunteer Pan had been inspecting
the various construction sites and helping get
building materials ready. However, frequent rains
posed a challenge to the reconstruction effort,
slowing its progress.
“Due to difficult road conditions after rain,”
said Zhou, “some merchants refused to transport
cement and bricks into the village. As a result, we
had to take care of many things ourselves.”
Thankfully, the volunteers had the help of the villagers, for which Zhou was very grateful. From
children as young as four years old to women
carrying babies on their backs—everyone could
be a volunteer.
Some work might be beyond some villagers,
but almost everyone could help move bricks. Each
brick weighed about 2.5 kilograms (5.5 pounds).
Younger children could be seen balancing one,
two, or three bricks on their heads, while older
ones were up for more. Some girls had amazing
strength, carrying eight bricks at one go. Over a
hundred people, including villagers, Tzu Chi volunteers, and skilled construction workers participated in the project. To keep better track of the
progress on each site in the widespread reconstruction area, volunteer Joana M’dala was
assigned the role of site manager. She and several
villagers regularly visited each site to find out
whether there was a shortage of bricks, sand, or
water. Then they reported back their findings for
replenishment.
Malawi is the eighth country in Africa where
Tzu Chi has started charity work. Since 2018, volunteers from South Africa have been visiting the
country to inspire people there to join the work of
Tzu Chi and guide newly joined volunteers in
providing care to their own communities.
M’dala’s mother was the first person in Malawi to
benefit from a house repaired by the foundation.
Impressed by the volunteers’ effort in helping her

mother, M’dala joined Tzu Chi and became a volunteer. Her son was sick when she volunteered
for the reconstruction project in Ching’ombe, but
she entrusted him to the care of her mother so that
she could dedicate herself to the project.
Some of the houses Tzu Chi was rebuilding
were in areas susceptible to flooding. For safety’s
sake, it was better to rebuild the houses on higher,
safer ground, but in the village, the location of a
house could not be changed without the permission of the tribal chief. Thankfully, Chief
Madukani gave full support to the project, working with Tzu Chi volunteers on the construction
sites every day, helping in whatever way he could.
He also helped find temporary accommodations
for those villagers whose houses were being built.
Near Chief Madukani’s home was a piece of
woodland. He allowed trees growing there to be
used as building materials for the construction of
the houses. “Those trees have been grown for sale
as timber,” said the chief, “but I’m offering them
for free for the project. Like the Tzu Chi volunteers, I want to give for the good of others.”
Whenever volunteer Pan went to make purchases for the project, whether it be building
materials like cement and bricks, or food for project participants like cornmeal and vegetables, he
never let go of a chance to introduce Tzu Chi to
the people from whom he was buying. He did
that so that people in Malawi could have a chance
to help their own country people.
After Pan and other volunteers had made
purchases at the market in Blantyre for a few
days, many vendors there knew about the reconstruction project, and a sort of friendship developed between the volunteers and vendors. A
woman who sold vegetables showed her support by setting aside a bunch of vegetables to be
given to the volunteers for free. A plastic bag
vendor refused to charge the volunteers for the
bags they bought. These were two examples of
people who contributed to the meaningful project. The monetary value of their contributions
wasn’t important; what truly mattered was their
heart to give.
One day after sunset, volunteers went on their
way down the mountain after a day’s work. The
vehicles were traveling in the dark, and the
muddy roads were hard to negotiate. Despite that,
Pan’s heart was full of hope. Solid homes were
going up one after another, providing shelter to
needy villagers. In addition, the project had
brought out love in many local people. A brighter
tomorrow was ahead.
May 2019
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School for
Paperless
Children
Kampung Titingan is a village in Tawau, Sabah,
Malaysia. Many illegal immigrants have settled here and the crime rate is so high even
locals shun it. Despite that, Tzu Chi volunteers
visit this “black area” to provide aid and help
resident children receive an education. If unaided, these stateless children might grow up illiterate, just like their parents, and be hard
pressed to make a living.

By Lim Li Tian

Translated by Tang Yau-yang

Illegal stilt houses abound in Kampung
Titingan. Living conditions are awful, and
there is a severe lack of education among
LIM SU NGUAN
the children there.
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Tawau

A

n intense heat presses down on people
walking on the streets of Tawau, Sabah,
Malaysia. Near the Al-Kauthar Mosque,
a local landmark, children, teenagers, and
women holding toddlers can be seen waiting
around under the scorching sun. When cars slow
at the nearby roundabout, they quickly approach
the vehicles, knock on their windows, and ask
for money.
Not far away, on the wharf behind the Tawau
Fish Market, men heft and move fresh catch for
little pay. Children peddle paper bags in the market or carry things for people to earn some paltry
meal money.
As you move away from the downtown area,
it’s easy to spot young people holding bags of
smuggled cigarettes, ready to sell them to pedestrians or drivers slowly cruising through the streets.
Most of these children and adolescents are
from the village of Kampung Titingan, Tawau.
They live in illegal stilt houses perched above the
ocean. Though they are old enough, they don’t
attend school. Groups of young people spend
their days loitering on the streets. Some sniff
glue, perhaps not so much for the high as to
numb their hunger.
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Paperless residents
People have been immigrating to Sabah, a
Malaysian state on the northern tip of Borneo
Island, for over 50 years now. As a result of this
influx, three residents out of ten in Sabah are
immigrants. Many of them have settled in Tawau,
on the southeast coast of Sabah.
Some of the non-Malaysian residents in Tawau
are descendants of Indonesian laborers who made
a living by farming; some are descendants of refugees who fled a civil war in southern Philippines
years ago; some are Bajau Laut, known as “sea
gypsies” due to their nomadic life on the sea.
None of these people are recognized as citizens
by the Malaysian government. Without a legal
identity, even third generation immigrants—born
and raised entirely in Malaysia and who consider
themselves locals—are still “outsiders” because
they do not have identity papers.
Kampung Titingan, located on the coastal area
of Tawau, is the largest shantytown in the region.
Many illegal immigrants live there. The village
A view of illegal stilt houses in Kampung Titingan.
Residents conduct their daily activities, from eating
LIM HENG LAI
to relieving themselves, on the sea.

ABOUT TAWAU AND KAMPUNG TITINGAN
Tawau is located in the southeastern region of
Sabah, Malaysia. On its coast is Kampung Titingan,
with a population of about 12,000. Many illegal
immigrants live in the village.

Kampung
Titingan

TZU CHI AID TO KAMPUNG TITINGAN
● Since 2003, Tzu Chi has distributed aid to fire victims in the village seven times.
● Volunteers held a large-scale free clinic in
Kampung Titingan in 2017, serving over 2,700
patient visits.
● In March 2017, Tzu Chi established the Titingan
Community Learning Centre for stateless children in Kampung Titingan.
● Since 2018, volunteers have offered a small-scale
free clinic every three months in the village.
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boasts an abundance of illegal wooden housing,
and it has such a high crime rate that it’s called a
“black area.” Even local Tawau people think twice
about setting foot in the neighborhood.
Maria Morris Kwan (關寶檢), 74, is an ethnic
Chinese born in Indonesia. She immigrated to
Malaysia when she was 16, and she has lived in
Tawau for more than 50 years. “Nobody wants to
go to that place,” she said of the “black area.”
“Even cops refrain from going there alone. They’ll
only enter in groups of two or three.”
Most residents of Kampung Titingan are day
laborers and live hand-to-mouth. If they can’t find
work, there is no food on the table. Many are illiterate, marry young, and have as many as seven or
eight children. For them, medical care and education are just pie-in-the-sky dreams.
Soya, 53, is a Bajau Laut who came to Kampung
Titingan from the Philippines in 1972. Despite his
decades in the nation, his lack of legal status has
left him and his ten children without access to
basic medical care and education. His attempt to
obtain legal status has made him a victim of con
artists several times over.
“It’s hard to make a living,” Soya said. “I’ve
tried to go a whole day without food [to save
money] and only drank water. I don’t dare to
think about my children’s future. I can only rely
on heaven’s grace.”

Celebes
Sea

Indonesia

Soya’s son, Soni, has four children. Though he
is a fisherman like his father, Soni hopes that his
children can go to school and realize their dreams.
He doesn’t want them to lead the same hard life
that he and his father have led.
“I have no papers, so I can’t go anywhere,”
Soni lamented. “I’m 30, but the farthest place I’ve
ever been to is downtown Tawau.” He said that
he has cried for his children because he had no
money to feed them.
Could Soni’s children fare better than him and
his father? Do the other children in the “black
area” have any reason for hope?
Helping hands
Tzu Chi volunteers started working in
Kampung Titingan as early as 16 years ago.
The wooden stilt houses erected above the sea
in the area are connected by a maze of rickety
boardwalks. Since the houses are all illegal, residents cannot get any public services in their
homes, so they connect to illegal power sources.
They also use cheap electric appliances. That
combination amid the densely built wooden
structures could spell disaster. In the event of a
fire, flames spread fast.
Tzu Chi volunteers have distributed aid to fire
victims in the region seven times since 2003. They
gave residents emergency money and supplies.
May 2019
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But because the area was notorious for illegal
activity, volunteers didn’t establish further contact
with residents.
In 2012, Tzu Chi awarded scholarships to
needy children in the neighborhood. Much to the
volunteers’ surprise, 96 residents made donations
to the foundation at that time.
In 2013, volunteers in Malaysia kicked off a
membership drive with the goal of achieving a
million donating members. Volunteers stepped up
their efforts to encourage more people to financially support the foundation to carry out its philanthropic work. These efforts even led them into

the “black area” as they went from door to door to
solicit donations. In just 26 days, they recruited
more than 2,100 donors. People marveled that the
black area had become a “bodhisattva zone.”
In March 2016, Echo Chien (簡慈露), CEO of
Tzu Chi Kuala Lumpur and Selangor, and other
volunteers visited homes in Kampung Titingan.
Amil Ibrahim, head of one household, expressed
to Chien his fervent wish that his children could
attend school. Chien acknowledged the severe
lack of education for children in the neighborhood.
“The first step in improving the lives of these children is to help them get an education,” Chien said
to volunteers in Tawau.
With encouragement from
Chien, Tawau volunteers began
to plan for a learning center for
local children.
“We were very excited when
we heard about the plan for a
learning center,” said volunteer
Leong Yien Ngo (梁嫣娥), a middle school teacher. “But these
people are stateless and mostly
Muslim, so we had to proceed
with care.”
Volunteers first approached
Abu Bakar Bin Adel, chairman of
Kampung Titingan’s Village
Development and Security
Committee, about the project.
Abu Bakar is a respected elder in
the village. He had come to know
Tzu Chi volunteers five years
before when they came to the village to distribute aid after a fire.
The elder took volunteers to visit
homes in the neighborhood,
helped them find teachers, and
helped dispel residents’ suspicion of the Buddhist group.
A child on his way to buy water.
The stilt houses in Kampung
Titingan, being illegal, receive no
public water or electricity. Some
residents pay people living on
land who have legal connections
to water and electricity to have
water and power lines connected
to their houses. Those who cannot afford this arrangement have
to buy water from families who
LIM SU NGUAN
have running water.
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On one of their visits to the village, volunteers
asked Anisa, a local girl apparently past school
age, whether she wanted to go to school. Anisa’s
eyes welled up with tears. Hardly able to utter a
word, she nodded “yes” to the volunteers’ question while wiping away her tears. She only managed to speak after a while: “But [I need to work
because] I can’t bear to see my kid brother picking
up glass bottles to make money.”
“Tzu Chi wants to help those who are stateless
and financially unable to go to school,” said chairman Abu Bakar. “I strongly support that. With an
education, children here will have a better idea of
what they should and shouldn’t do, and they will
be less likely to go wild. Some of the youngsters
here even do drugs. We must work together to
tackle issues like that.”
Breaking a vicious cycle
Once the project was underway, volunteers
looked everywhere for a suitable location to
establish the learning center. Since it should ideally be within walking distance for the local children, volunteers settled on an upper floor of a
shop, barely a 15-minute walk from Kampung
Titingan.
The Titingan Community Learning Centre
opened on March 6, 2017. Children showed up for
class at six in the morning on the first day of
school, even though school would not begin until
eight. Clad in new uniforms that volunteers had
given them and toting book bags, they were finally going to school.
The center offers lessons in English, Malay,
math, the Quran, and arts and crafts. Tuition is
free. The initial enrollment was 50 students spread
over two classes, but the plan is to expand to 120
students in five classes in 2019.
Two full-time Malay teachers teach the classes.
They started with kindergarten materials, building up from the basics. It wasn’t easy. The children, accustomed to playing rough, had an attention span of just five minutes. The teachers had to
raise their voices a lot in the noisy classes just to
be heard. “During the first two months here, I all
but lost my voice,” said teacher Nurul Mariana
Binti Siminggu.
Leong Chin Wah (梁菁華), a staffer at the Tzu
Chi Tawau office, was born and raised in Tawau.
She substitutes at the center when a teacher takes
time off. “Before I came to know these children
better,” Leong said, “I took no pity on them. I even
feared them. I would avoid them on the streets
when they begged for money.” Now she knows

that they are in fact quite simple and unsophisticated. They beg because they have no choice.
Besides the two full-time teachers, volunteers
help out too. Moey Poh Lian (梅寶蓮), 60, used to
run a kindergarten. She opens the door at the center almost every morning and greets students
with warm smiles and hugs. She pays close attention to how the youngsters are doing. “You seem
down today. Are you okay?” “Are you feeling
unwell?” She checks on them and makes them
feel cared for.
Moey gives the children plenty of love, and
they love her back. When they see her, they affectionately take her hand to touch their foreheads, a
gesture of respect for one’s elders.
“Love has a way of radiating from you,” Moey
said. “We don’t need to say much. The children
can feel it.”
When I grow up, I want to be…
Gigi, 17, yearned to study at the center, but she
chose not to so that there would be slots left for
her younger siblings. She escorted them to the
center every day, waited there until the classes
were over, and then took them home. From her
home to the center and then back home—this was
Gigi’s whole world.
Volunteers know that Gigi really wants to go
to school, so they ask her to help out at the center,
such as preparing snacks for the students. When
possible, Moey teaches Gigi basic arithmetic and
lets her sit in on lessons. Gigi is very responsible,
like a big sister to the students. When teachers or
volunteers ask her to do things, they rest assured
knowing that she will do a good job.
One time Gigi failed to show up at the center
as usual. Her absence was not characteristic of
her, so Moey and another volunteer, Tan Boon
Tiong (陳文忠), looked into it. They discovered
that Gigi’s father had been injured in a fall. Moey
and Tan went to their house, a wooden structure
built over the sea at the fringe of the village. To
reach the house, they had to traverse some rickety boardwalks on stilts. The stretch of walkway
just before Gigi’s home was especially narrow
and precarious. Moey needed Gigi’s help to
make it across.
“At first, I dared not cross it,” Moey recalled.
“The planks were thin, and underneath was the
sea. Gigi and her siblings are used to crossing it,
but she said that they all had fallen into the water
at one time or another when they were small.”
Gigi’s mother had passed away five years earlier after giving birth to her youngest child. Of the
May 2019
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12 children in the family, two had passed on and
two had moved away after getting married. The
family’s house was austere; the only piece of furniture was a wardrobe donated by the learning
center. The roof of the house was riddled with
holes, and broken wooden partitions in the house
were covered with cloth. Gigi said that they had
passed many a night in the rain because of the
leaky roof.
Her father had been injured when trying to fix
the roof. He had stepped on a rotten spot and fallen into the sea, injuring the back of his head.
Unable to afford a visit to a doctor, he applied
some medicine on the wound and stayed home to
rest. Because he couldn’t go out to work at the
wharf and bring home pay, the family had gone
hungry for several days.
Volunteers promptly delivered money and
supplies. Among the food the volunteers brought
them was a tray of eggs. “We later learned that
they finished all the eggs in one day because they
had never had them before,” said Moey. “They
usually shared just a pot of porridge for a day.”
Teacher Nurul Mariana Binti Siminggu and students
SUE TOW FONG
at the center

The following month, Tan and a few other volunteers brought repair materials to Gigi’s home to
help fix the house. They also brought a water tank
to install for the family. Gigi’s father and brothers
joined them in the undertaking.
Before the arrival of the volunteers, Gigi’s
father had dismantled the toilet in the house,
which was enclosed with sackcloth for privacy.
He then secured the walkway leading to their
back door with additional planks so that the volunteers could move the repair materials through
the back door instead of having to cross that difficult stretch of passageway before their home.
Tan recalled a previous visit during which he
had fallen into the water. “The moment I dropped
in,” he said, “I felt that I really should take up
recycling [to help make the ocean cleaner]. The
sludge on the seabed was very dirty. I washed
myself many times at home afterwards, but the
marks the mud left on me were still visible, and I
still smelled.”
Tan really feels for Gigi and her family. He said
that the girl once told him that on one occasion
when it rained very hard, they could not make it
in time to the mosque nearby to take shelter, so
they stayed home. “Several of the children crowd-

Children in Kampung
Titingan walk to the Titingan
Community Learning Centre
for school early one morning.
A Tzu Chi volunteer brings
SUE TOW FONG
up the rear.
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Gigi (above, right) leads volunteers to her
home to repair the house and install a water
tank. Volunteers visited Gigi and her family
many times after her father was injured in a
PHOTOS BY SUE TOW FONG
fall from the roof.

ed into the wardrobe for shelter and passed a horrible night there,” Tan said.
Tan believed that material aid would only help
relieve some immediate difficulties for the family
and that only an education could offer the children a key to a better future. That was the impetus
for setting up the learning center.
“When I first met the children in the neighborhood,” Tan said, “they spent their days aimlessly. All they could think of was today. They did not
think of what tomorrow might bring. But after
they became students at the center, they began to
think about what they could be in the future. We
have helped them realize that there is hope for
tomorrow. We encourage them to study diligently
to strive for a better future.”
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Many children to be helped
There are an estimated 300,000 stateless children in Malaysia. Their education has long been a
big problem, but that might be starting to change.
The Malaysian government has decided to allow
stateless children a right to education starting in
2019, if either parent of a child is a Malaysian citizen or if the child has been adopted. This easing
in policy, however, is no comfort for most children
in Tawau because their parents are both stateless.
A long road is still ahead of those children before
they can go to school.
Despite volunteers’ good intentions to help
stateless children in Kampung Titingan by establishing the learning center for them, the Tzu Chi
Tawau office has had to field questions and doubts

from all sides concerning the center. People have
raised questions like “How much learning can
you really provide? Even if the children study
through grade 6, what then?” and “Why do you
help foreigners instead of local people?”
In response, Lo Jin Oi (羅珍愛), head of Tzu Chi
Tawau, said that while it is true that the learning
center is not yet in the position to issue formal
diplomas to its graduates, the basic knowledge students learn at the center—like rudimentary arithmetic and English—could go a long way toward
helping them land jobs. They can work in stores, for
example, if they know how to do sums and make
change. “Besides, if they can finish sixth grade here
at the center,” Lo added, “I believe that other doors
will open for them. If we don’t help them take that

first step now, their future might be doomed.”
Children at the center at first knew not a word
and could not stop making a racket in class, but
they have improved a great deal. Test results from
2018 showed that they have reached the level of
first grade. One of them, 14-year-old Abdul, has
even been hired to work in a store because he has
learned to write and do basic arithmetic. Now
when villagers see Tzu Chi volunteers, they ask
whether Tzu Chi will open more classes and
enroll more students.
Though small in numbers and short on
resources, Tawau Tzu Chi volunteers plug along
to help these children. Helping more children is
their goal, but even saving just one student is better than none.
May 2019
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Flood-Affected
Farmers in
Myanmar
By Zhang Li-yun, Huang Hsiu-hua,
and Ong Gaik Chin
Compiled and Translated by Wu Hsiao-ting
Photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa

Seemingly endless fields
stretch outside the car window, which is printed with a
Myanmar map. Myanmar
was hit by serious flooding
in 2018. The Yangon Region,
Bago Region, Mon State,
and Kayin State were among
the hardest hit. Tzu Chi
started a series of distributions in mid-February 2019
to help over 47,000 floodaffected farming families.
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Severe flooding as a result of a
particularly heavy monsoon season hit Myanmar in July and
August 2018, leading to enormous
agricultural losses. Tzu Chi first
distributed mung bean seeds to
affected farmers, followed later
by rice seeds, to help them
through the difficult times.

Bags of rice seeds that
Tzu Chi will distribute
to farmers are piled all
around a stupa at a
monastery in Kayin
State, Myanmar.

“I

t was like a dream when we first heard that
Tzu Chi was going to distribute top-quality
rice seeds to us,” said U Soe Lwin Myint, of
Kyauk Ta Khar, Bago Region, Myanmar. His
eight-acre farm had been submerged in floodwater last summer. With his crops ruined, he
had no money to pay back the debt he had
incurred to buy the rice seeds for last year ’s
planting. Though he was under a huge financial
strain, he was dubious when he heard that Tzu
Chi was coming to help them. “Many charity
groups have promised to donate rice seeds, but
none have come through,” he said. He soon
learned that Tzu Chi’s promises to help them
were not just empty words.
The foundation first extended aid to
Myanmar in 2008 after Cyclone Nargis ravaged
the nation, causing cataclysmic destruction and
taking more than 138,000 lives. Since then, Tzu
Chi has rendered aid to needy farmers in the
nation time and again.
Economic gap between city and countryside
Myanmar, with a population of 50 million
people, has opened considerably to foreign
investment since the country’s democratization
in 2011. China, Japan, and Korea are among the
major investors. As the Myanmar government
actively moves toward economic development
and growth, the nation has seen a big jump in
per capita income—from 700 U.S. dollars in 2011
to over 1,200 U.S. dollars in 2017—making
Myanmar one of the fastest growing economies
in the world.
Yangon, the commercial capital of Myanmar,
has been the first to taste the fruits of the nation’s
economic growth. One tall building after another
has risen in the city and neon lights shine brightly
at night—icons of development and modernity.
The improvement in the nation’s economy, however, hasn’t had much of an impact in rural areas
of the country. The gap between the living standards in the city and country is most noticeably
manifested in the poor infrastructure in rural villages. Some villages do not even have running
water or electricity.
U Kyaw Nyunt is a village head from Waw
Township, Bago Region, and a representative of a
farmers’ organization. He said, “The economy has
indeed improved, but the growth hasn’t touched
us farmers. We don’t feel the effects of the government’s new development projects, either. As farmers, we only know how to grow crops. If you send
us to work in Yangon, we won’t fit in.”
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When floods hit, farmers are bound to suffer,
their lives made harder by the loss of their crops.
Sadly, monsoons have long caused floods in
Myanmar. In July and August 2018, the nation
was hit again by flooding. The affected areas were
huge. The village U Kyaw Nyunt lives in was
flooded too. In response, the government gave
each affected family 100,000 kyat (US$66) to help
them through this hard time.
In September 2018, Tzu Chi volunteers from
Taiwan and Malaysia visited Myanmar and joined
local volunteers to assess the damage. They
learned that most local farmers had had to borrow
money to plant their crops and were expecting to
repay the loan after the harvest had come in.
However, the floods had dashed their plans.
These events were especially hard on farmers
who didn’t own their own land. They were
unqualified to apply for low-interest loans from
the government, so they had to borrow from private lenders at higher interest rates. After the
floods ruined their crops, not only did they lack
the money to repay their loans, but some even
had to borrow rice to keep themselves fed. Rice
farmers with no rice to eat—what an irony.
After learning about the situation, Master
Cheng Yen instructed Tzu Chi volunteers to first
distribute mung bean seeds to help farmers
through the dry season. November through
February in Myanmar is the dry season, during
which many farmers plant beans, which are
drought-resistant. Since it was too late after the
floods to plant new crops of rice, volunteers distributed mung bean seeds for farmers to plant. The
distributions were carried out in October and
November 2018 in five towns in Yangon Region
and Bago Region, benefiting 15,000 families.
Taiwanese Tzu Chi volunteer Huang Qiu-liang
(黃秋良) said, “After the farmers harvest the mung
beans, they can go on to plant rice. The Master
instructed us to follow up our distributions of
mung bean seeds with distributions of rice seeds to
further ease local farmers’ financial burdens.”
June through October is the rainy season in
Myanmar. Farmers usually plant rice, the cultivation of which requires ample water, at the end
of May or the beginning of June so that they can
get the benefit of the rainfall. If all goes well,
they can expect to harvest in late October or
early November.
A Tzu Chi banner hangs in a monastery in Bago
Region that is serving as a Tzu Chi distribution
venue.

Bumper crops
When volunteers tried to purchase rice seeds
for the distributions, however, things didn’t go
smoothly. Though four rice seed suppliers had
agreed to work with Tzu Chi, two dropped out
because of fluctuations in the currency exchange
rate. One smaller supplier also backed out because
it didn’t take U.S. dollars. “Fortunately, the single
remaining company agreed to find other suppliers for Tzu Chi and brought the matter to a satisfactory conclusion,” said Huang.
After the problems with purchasing were
solved, Tzu Chi next needed to inspect the quality
of the rice seeds. For this, the foundation asked
the help of Hong Zai-sheng (洪再生), who grows
120 acres of rice in northern Taiwan and who once
grew rice in Myanmar. His experience in this was
invaluable to Tzu Chi. Hong paid for his trip to
Myanmar out of his own pocket and very generously helped the foundation determine whether
the purchase price was fair and whether the quality of the rice seeds was up to par.
The Myanmar government’s agriculture sector
was very supportive of Tzu Chi too. U Aung Moe
Lwin, from the government agriculture office in
Waw, Bago Region, said, “Tzu Chi has managed
to procure a large quantity of good-quality rice
seeds. We checked the seeds in the laboratory to
keep those that are sure to germinate and to weed
out the bad ones. Though we ended up having to
get rid of ten barrels out of a hundred, we are willing to cover the losses because we have seen how
hard Tzu Chi volunteers have worked to help our
farmers.” (One barrel holds about 23.5 kilograms
[52 pounds] of rice.)
It took a month to prepare 4,200 metric tons
(4,630 tons) of rice seeds for distribution. In
February 2019, volunteers from Taiwan, Malaysia,
and Myanmar worked together to distribute the
seeds to farmers in Yangon Region, Bago Region,
Mon State, and Kayin State. When local farmers
saw the volunteers, they cheerfully announced:
“We have had bumper harvests of mung beans this
year. There were some heavy rains in January, and
we were very worried they would cause a heavy
loss to our crops. Happily, the rains were just the
right amount. They did a good job of nourishing
the beans and helped them grow better.”
Volunteers visited the farmers’ fields to see for
themselves. They were delighted to see people
busily harvesting an abundance of mung beans.
Farmer Daw Tin Moe Khine told volunteers that
her family hadn’t harvested their mung beans yet,
but that they too were expecting a bumper har42
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vest. She smiled as she said, “Now we’ll be able to
cover some of the losses we sustained from our
lost rice crops.”
Saving seeds
For the rice seed distributions, Tzu Chi used
the Ragic online database management system to
build up data on the 47,000 farming families who
were receiving aid from the foundation.
However, because some remote villages and
towns in Myanmar don’t have running water
and electricity, all government paperwork is still
processed by hand. After the foundation received
the recipient rosters from the agriculture departments in different regions, volunteers had to key
in the hand-written information, one entry at a
time, into the online system. This involved a lot
of work. The huge amount of preparation work
was undertaken mostly by Tzu Chi collegiate
volunteers in Myanmar.
The on-line system simplified the distribution
process. When a farmer came to a distribution
venue, he or she received a card which displayed a
barcode. After a volunteer scanned the barcode
with a cell phone, the farmer completed the sign-in
process. After that, the farmer could go to the warehouse of the agriculture department in their region
to claim their rice seeds at a time that suited them.
Because the distribution of rice seeds coincided
with the mung bean harvest season, many farmers
were busy harvesting in the field when the time
came for them to report at a distribution venue.
They wanted to harvest their crops as soon as they
could to beat the rain and to prevent overripe beans
from falling off, which would have decreased yield.
Village head U Kyaw Nyunt showed up at a distribution venue holding a pile of distribution notifications. He was helping some farmers who couldn’t
come to the site in person to complete their identification-checking and sign-in. “A bag of mung beans
can bring in 50,000 kyat [US$33],” said the village
head. “If farmers don’t harvest as soon as they can,
they will incur big losses.”
U Kyaw Nyunt was a victim of last summer’s
floods too and had received mung bean seeds
from Tzu Chi. “The seeds provided by the foundation had a higher yield than all those I had
planted before,” he said. “I used to harvest 50 barrels, but this time I harvested 120 barrels—70 barrels more than before.”
With a huge grin on his face, U Kyaw Nyunt
mentioned that the government was doing a better job taking care of farmers now and had provided machinery to help them farm. He also said

(1) After a rice seed distribution, some Tzu Chi volunteers help farmers in Bago Region harvest mung
beans. The seeds for the beans were distributed by
Tzu Chi to help farmers hit by the flooding in 2018.
(2) Harvested mung beans are sun-dried and then fed
into machines for threshing.
(3) Holding a pile of unhusked mung beans in his
palms, a farmer breaks into a smile.
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that he and other farmers looked forward to
receiving rice seeds from Tzu Chi because they
had heard that the seeds were of very good quality. “After I plant and harvest the rice, I’ll save
some seeds to use for future planting. With good
seeds, better harvests are to be expected, and we’ll
stand a better chance of improving our lives.”
Accompanied by some local village heads, volunteers visited some farmers who weren’t on Tzu
Chi’s aid recipient rosters to see if they needed help
too. U Myo lived in the village of Gwayt Gyin in
Waw. There were six members in his household, living on the income from a two-acre farm. Although
his two acres were flooded last summer, he didn’t
receive any aid from Tzu Chi because he failed to
register his losses with the government.
After the floods, U Myo took out a loan to buy
mung bean seeds to plant. He harvested 14 barrels
from that planting, but after he repaid the loan
and paid the wages of the workers he hired, his
net profit was just 100,000 kyat (US$66). This had
to cover his family’s living expenses for the next
two months, which, as to be expected, would not
Public officials check farmers’ ID and qualifications at a Tzu Chi rice seed distribution in Bago
Region. Every year, the Myanmar government
stores supplies of rice seeds for emergency use,
but last year’s flooding affected too large an area
for the stored supplies to meet the needs of
affected farmers.

be enough. As a result, men from the family had
to go to the city to work part-time for extra
income, making 7,000 to 8,000 kyat a day.
U Myo’s family illustrates a typical farmer’s
life in Myanmar. It is a real challenge for farmers
there to climb out of poverty.
Myanmar consists of seven states and seven
regions. Of those, ten were affected by last summer’s floods. The Tzu Chi Foundation chose to
deliver aid to the hard-hit Yangon Region, Bago
Region, Mon State, and Kayin State. In the space
of ten days, from February 16 to 25, 2019, volunteers distributed rice seeds to farmers in over
500 villages.
A good tradition
On February 25, volunteers arrived at Hpa An,
Kayin State, near the border with Thailand, to distribute rice seeds to over 5,000 families. Some
opposition forces were once stationed in Hpa An.
After weighing the safety issues, agriculture officials and Tzu Chi volunteers still decided to carry
out distributions there.
Inside the War Suu Monastery, one of the distribution venues, farmers sat packed on the floor
due to limited space. Despite the crowdedness,
there wasn’t a trace of displeasure on their faces;
they looked at ease and cheerful instead. They listened intently as U Win Naig Oo, an agriculture
official, gave a talk: “This isn’t an easy area to
travel to, but Tzu Chi volunteers have come any-

Tzu Chi volunteers, agriculture officials, and farmers participate in a rice seed donation ceremony at
a distribution venue in Bago Region. Most of the
distributions this time were held at monasteries.
Following local etiquette, volunteers took off their
shoes and socks before entering a monastery.

way. We are fortunate to have their help. They
don’t just give help one time; they will continue
to extend care to us.” He encouraged the villagers
to work hard to help the local region prosper.
“You may be receiving help from others today,
but one day when you are capable, be sure to
reach out to help others.”
The indoor space of the monastery could
accommodate at most 500 people, so volunteers
had set up another distribution area under the
trees outside. More farmers sat on the ground
there, quietly listening to Burmese Tzu Chi volunteer Soe Tinzar Win introduce the foundation
and talk about how farmers in Myanmar had
started saving up rice to help the needy after
learning about the foundation’s humble beginnings: a small group of housewives each saved a
little money in bamboo coin banks every day to
do charity work.
Farmer U Saw Aung said as he took a rice
bank—a container in which to save rice—from a

volunteer: “I’ll take this home and save a handful
of rice in it every day.”
Burmese farmers are known for their kind
hearts and mild disposition. Many are in the habit
of saving money and rice to give to Buddhist
monks. Tzu Chi volunteer Guo Min-zi (郭敏姿) is
a Taiwanese businesswoman in Myanmar. She
said, “People in Myanmar have long had the tradition of saving a handful of rice every day [for
altruistic purposes].” U Kyaw Nyunt, the village
head, said that Burmese are happy to help and
give to others, but most of them give to monks or
donate money to build stupas. “But now some villagers, influenced by Tzu Chi,” he continued,
“have started to save rice in milk cans and put a
thousand kyat in each can to give to families who
have had a recent death.”
Before the rice seed distributions, volunteers
visited villages affected by the floods and promised farmers that they would come back to help.
Now they were back as promised, and this obviously moved many villagers. Out of gratitude,
many decided to join the rice bank campaign. This
is a cycle of goodness that Tzu Chi volunteers are
more than happy to see. Volunteers were inspired,
warmed, and uplifted by the kind-hearted villagers. In the process of helping them, they felt they
had received more than they had given.
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Hard Work in Each Grain of Rice
By Yan Yu Zhu

Translated by Wu Hsiao-ting
Photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa

Despite the challenge of a series of natural disasters over recent years, Burmese farmers do not complain about their lot in life or bemoan their fate. Instead, they have continued to work hard on their
farms, hoping for a better harvest next time. Witnessing their perseverance and resilience has made me
cherish the rice in my bowl even more.

T

his February, I was part of a Tzu Chi delegation from Malaysia to Myanmar to distribute rice seeds to flood-affected farmers. As
soon as we stepped off the airplane in Yangon, we
were met by the warm, cheerful greetings of our
fellow volunteers in Myanmar: “Mingalaba!
Hello!” they called out to us in Burmese, one after
another. Their warm greetings rose and fell, intermingled with the sounds of car horns coming
from an endless stream of traffic on the streets.
This disaster relief trip would bring me into
contact with scenes outside my spectrum of familiar daily living experiences: Vehicles fought for
their place on the road, inching close to each other
and creating one close call after another; rich people and poor people alike readily gave alms to
monks on the streets; farmers in the countryside,
their faces dripping with sweat, smiled at us as
we passed.
Our trip took us from Yangon Region to Bago
Region, from urban areas to the countryside.
Almost every local farmer we met and talked to
had grown up working in the fields with their
grandparents and parents. Regardless of the sizes
of their farms, their incomes were based almost
entirely on the yield of their crops.
No matter how many generations live together, all the farming families we visited live cramped
in simple, crude stilt houses left behind by their
ancestors. The floors creak with every step and
you can take in the entire layout and furnishings
of a home in a single glance. Light filters in
through ruptures in the roof, walls, and floor.
Some families don’t even have running water or
electricity—they live just as their ancestors did.

Farmer Daw Thein Ei brought home-grown watermelons to a Tzu Chi distribution venue and gave them to
volunteers. She also brought three large bags of rice
and a small bag of mung beans that she and her
YAN YU ZHU
neighbors wanted to donate to the needy.
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They’ve inherited their farms and their fates of
depending on the weather for their livelihoods.
Myanmar has suffered a series of natural disasters over recent years. Those disasters, coupled
with the scourge of pests, have taken quite a toll
on the crops. Farmers have seen their incomes
decrease year after year. Many of them have had
to take out loans to plant their crops, repaying the
loan after the subsequent harvest. One bad harvest too many means that they might lose even
the ability to buy seeds to plant.
Despite their misfortune, they accept what has
happened philosophically. “We can just eat what is
growing in our field,” some said. “Even if there is
nothing to eat there, we can pick wild vegetables
and fruit and catch fish from the streams to eat.”
In the summer of 2018, Myanmar was once
again hit by severe flooding. Vast areas of farmland
were submerged in muddy water. Feeling for
affected farmers, Master Cheng Yen instructed volunteers from Myanmar, Taiwan, and Malaysia to
distribute mung bean seeds. Those seeds would
help carry farmers through to the next planting
season for rice. Tzu Chi followed those seeds a few
months later with distributions of rice seeds.
When we arrived in Myanmar to distribute
rice seeds in February 2019, we could see farmers

Volunteers and farmers hold up posters of aphorisms by Master Cheng Yen which were handed out
by Tzu Chi volunteers at a distribution venue. Many
farmers will put them up at home where they can
easily see them.

everywhere busily bringing in their mung bean
crops. Seeing them rejoice in their bumper harvests, we were excited for them too.
The farmers who had received help from Tzu
Chi were very grateful for the foundation’s aid.
Some of them brought rice, mung beans, or watermelons that they had grown themselves to distribution venues to give to volunteers or donate to
the needy. Others even donated cash. Some joyfully took volunteers’ hands and, despite the language barrier, babbled on about their lives over
the last few months.
At the mercy of the elements
Many farmers enthusiastically invited us to
their homes. They wanted to show us the heavily
laden mung bean plants in their fields. With farmers leading the way, our vehicle drove down
winding country roads, stirring up thick clouds of
dust, past boundless expanses of fields all around.
Without guidance, it would have been impossible
for us to find our way.
Some areas were inaccessible by car, and we
eventually had to leave our vehicle and walk.
Only then did I realize how difficult it was for

farmers to take a trip out of their village. When
we asked them at the distribution venue how far
their home was, they answered, “Not far.” When
we finally reached their village and asked where
their home was, they pointed ahead and said,
“Just right ahead.” But we ended up having to
trek half an hour to get to what they described as
“Just right ahead.”
That distance is a long one for us city dwellers, but nothing for the farmers. Most of them
can’t afford the cost and maintenance of a motor
scooter; their feet have become the best, most
cost-effective means of transport for them. The
more they walk, the stronger their feet become.
It’s no wonder they can cover long distances easily, with seemingly little effort.
After just a few days in Myanmar, carrying
my camera and notebook computer everywhere
and staying up late at night processing the data I
had gathered began to take a toll on me. My
back was sore and I was exhausted from lack of
sleep. However, after visiting the farmers and
seeing their living conditions, I realized that my
physical discomforts were trivial. I found that
they were nothing compared to what the farmers had to endure.
Despite the challenges posed by a series of natural disasters over recent years, farmers do not
complain about their bad lot in life. Instead, they
have continued to work hard in their fields, hoping for a bumper crop for their next harvest.
May 2019
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A Good Life
By Xu Su-zhen

Translated by Wu Hsiao-ting

I
Seeing their perseverance and resilience has
pushed me to cherish each grain of rice in my
bowl even more. I think it even tastes better!
When we talked with farmers, there were
almost always children playing merrily around us.
Though the lives of older farmers may be inextricably bound to their farms, they have begun to envisage a different future for their children or grandchildren. Some said, “If the younger ones have the
ability, I hope they go out into the world to expand
A volunteer uses a cell phone to scan a card a
farmer has received at a Tzu Chi distribution. After
that, the farmer can visit the warehouse of the government agriculture office in his region at a convenient time to claim his rice seeds.
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Farmers harvest rice in the field under the hot sun.
Myanmar is one of the world’s major agricultural
countries, but due to various factors, the cultivation and harvesting of rice there is still done mostly
by manual labor. A lot of hard work goes into each
grain of rice reaped from the fields.

their horizons and seek better opportunities.” With
climate change leading to an increase in the frequency and severity of droughts and floods, some
farmers, even with their resilience, have begun to
bow to reality. This, however, is exactly what
Master Cheng Yen has been worried about.
Myanmar is one of the major agricultural countries in the world. When the Master learned that a
succession of natural disasters had caused farmers
there to land deep in debt, she worried
that some would give up farming and that
over time this might lead to a global food
crisis. Therefore, she decided to distribute
good-quality mung bean and rice seeds to
farmers to help ease their burden. The
seeds carried the best wishes from Tzu
Chi volunteers around the world.
My ten days in Myanmar left me
physically tired but emotionally charged
with positive energy. My encounters with
the people there have enriched me and
made me cherish even more every opportunity to give of myself. I sincerely hope
that our distributions will make a difference in the farmers’ lives.

t is after three in the morning, and not yet
light. The village of Xia’nan in Yunlin County,
central-western Taiwan, is still bathed in a
serene quietness. Though no one seems to be astir
yet, a room in a traditional courtyard house lights
up. Cheng Liao Mai (程廖邁), in her early 90s, lies
flat on her bed. She shakes her legs, then her
hands, then her legs again.
This is part of her morning exercise routine.
When she is done with her exercise, she moves on
to begin a new day. She burns incense, chants
sutras, and performs her other morning Buddhist
rituals before fixing her breakfast. By the time she
finishes her meal, the sun has risen. While it is still
cool and the air fresh, Cheng hops on her bicycle
and goes out to collect recyclable garbage.
More than ten years ago, Cheng saw someone
collecting recyclables in her neighborhood. That
person said that she was gathering reusable
resources to donate to Tzu Chi to help the needy.
Cheng found the work very meaningful. Since it
was something she could do, she didn’t hesitate to
join Tzu Chi’s recycling effort.
At that time, she often helped her daughter
harvest vegetables, and she’d use her free time to
pick up recyclables. She would clean the recyclables she had collected, sort them into animal feed
sacks, and sew the sacks up neatly. If a sack contained plastic bottles, she tied a bottle on the outside so that people would know that the bag contained plastic bottles. The same went for aluminum cans, and so on. She did a neat job of it.
When her neighbors found out that she was
recycling for Tzu Chi, they mocked her: “You do
such a good job recycling. You know what? You
should just sell the recyclables and keep the
money for yourself. Tzu Chi is rich enough as it is,
and they are always helping people in foreign
countries.”
Instead of taking offense at their words,
Cheng calmly replied to her neighbors: “Money
for Tzu Chi serves a good purpose. Without
money, how could the organization help the

Cheng Liao Mai (middle) rehearses for a Tzu Chi
year-end blessing ceremony in 2016, where she
shared her experiences with the audience. HUANG SHU-YING

needy? People in and outside of Taiwan are all
our fellow human beings. When it comes to helping the needy, we shouldn’t distinguish between
those at home and those abroad. Besides, isn’t it
great that we have the ability to help others? It’s
better to give than to receive.”
What she said made a lot of sense. After that,
people stopped making fun of her.
Cheng is an adoptee, and her adoptive parents
and grandmother loved her dearly. They wanted
to put her through school so that she could have a
better future, but she never liked school and preferred to work instead. Her adoptive parents
tried to convince her otherwise, but she put her
foot down. She told them she was strong and
liked to do manual labor. As a result, she was
educated only through second grade. (It was
common in Taiwan at that time for people to have
little formal education.)
Cheng married a good husband (who was still
alive when she first began her recycling work).
Her in-laws, who lived with them, treated her very
nicely. She became a vegetarian at 35 when she
heard that eating vegetarian could improve one’s
temper and make one more patient. Contrary to
some people’s belief that a vegetarian diet makes a
person physically weaker, she remained full of
vigor. She worked all year round as a farmhand,
planting and tending crops and tilling the fields.
No heavy labor was beyond her. She gave all the
money she earned to her mother-in-law. “She
treated me like her own daughter, so I treated her
like my own mother,” Cheng said.
May 2019
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My Mom’s Transformation

Cheng sorts recyclable garbage in a
ZHANG WAN
shed at her home.
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By Lin Yi-ping

Abridged and translated by Wu Hsiao-ting
Photos by Lin Ling-li

A sense of purpose can work miracles in life. See how my mom changed her life by
taking up volunteering.
COURTESY OF LIN YI-PING

Going strong
Cheng has a son and a daughter. Her son lives
in Taichung, a major city in central Taiwan. He has
just retired from a customs service career. His
wife, a former teacher, is also retired. They have
repeatedly urged Cheng to move in with them so
they can take care of her, but she always turns
them down. She doesn’t want to live in the city.
Besides, her daughter lives near her, and she and
her husband take very good care of her.
Cheng has always lived in the countryside,
and she likes country life. In addition, it is a pleasure to cycle around in a rural area and collect
recyclables. Many people in her village save their
recyclables for her, and she also picks up garbage
from the streets. When she has amassed enough
on a trip to fill a couple of feed sacks, she cycles
home to drop them off and then goes out again to
collect more. She stops working before ten to go
home and prepare lunch. After eating and resting
at home, she heads back out to collect more recyclables. She often rides to other villages for her
collection trips too.
Cheng’s son and daughter worry about her
safety on the road, but they know that she loves
recycling and that it would be impossible to stop
her from doing it, so they can only urge her to be
very careful on the road. Cheng assures them
she will.
She used to take the recyclables she collected
to another recycling volunteer’s home with a
hand truck when she had accumulated a certain
amount. Then she hit upon the idea of fixing up
an old shed at her home to use as storage space.
Now a volunteer makes regular visits to her home
to drive her recyclables away.

Cheng said that doing recycling
keeps her happily occupied and prevents her from sitting around at home
getting bored. Her leg was once
injured in a fall, and she had to recover
at home for three months. “Those
three months were awful for me. I
couldn’t do anything except watch TV
all day long.” She really can’t stand
being idle.
She spares no effort when it comes
to collecting reusable resources. One
time, she visited a construction site
and saw a large pile of discarded
building materials. She asked the man
in charge there, “Do you still want those? If you’re
throwing them away, can I have them?” The man
saw how old she was, and he probably figured
she couldn’t possibly have the strength to move
that stuff away by herself. He said to her, halfteasingly, “If you can move it back to your place
on your own, then it’s all yours for the taking.”
Cheng thought to herself, “This man thinks
I’m too old for this. I’ll show him.” Looking at the
pile of building materials, she started to plan out a
strategy. She knew that if she tied them into big
bundles, there was no way she could move them,
so she decided to go for smaller bundles. Though
smaller bundles meant that she’d have to make
more trips with her bicycle, she had no problem
with that. In the end, she successfully moved all
those materials back to her home.
She went to the man in charge when she was
done and asked, “Do you have any more for me?
I’m up for more.” The man opened his eyes wide
in surprise and said, “You sure are strong for
someone your age. Amazing!”
Cheng feels that life has been good to her. She
was even named a model mother in 2016, and
she went to Taipei to receive an award from the
Taiwanese president at the time, Ma Ying-jeou
(馬英九). About the honor, she said humbly, “I
don’t think I did much to teach and guide my kids.
I just kept in mind that action speaks louder than
words. Our children learn from our example.”
Cheng says that she has been happy through
every stage of her life. “I love everyone and everyone loves me. And now, at my age, I’m still fit
enough to give of myself. What could be more of a
blessing than that? I’ll keep on this path and continue doing what I can for the Earth.”

“I

’ve visited so many hospitals and seen so many
doctors! Why am I still sick? Is it my fate to
never be well again?” My mom, Yang Hui-mei
(楊惠美), always complained like this when she
felt under the weather.
My dad, Lin Chih-chung (林志衝), sighed
before he replied: “Stop mumbling. Finish your
meal and then let’s go see another doctor—we’ll
try a gynecologist this time.”
Seven years ago, this type of conversation
between my parents was typical. One day that
year, my mom turned around and then suddenly
experienced a dizzy spell. The condition persisted
for a while without improving, so Dad took her to

The author, Lin Yi-ping (林宜屏, left), poses with her
parents as they hold the money gifts she gave them
after she received her first salary.

a clinic that they were familiar with. The doctor
there diagnosed my mom with acute hypertension, and he immediately put her on an IV drip to
bring down her blood pressure.
However, my mom continued to experience
dizzy spells, even after her hypertension was
brought under control. She had also lost her appetite and slept very poorly. Dad accompanied her
on frequent hospital visits to find out what was
really troubling her. They saw specialists in cardiMay 2019
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But even then, things didn’t get better for us.
At home, Mom’s mind was often not at peace.
“Why do bad things keep happening to our family? Our savings are running low. What went
wrong?” “Could it be that our ancestors need
money to spend in the other world? Should we
burn some spirit money for them?” [It’s a Chinese
tradition to burn spirit money as an offering to
one’s ancestors.]
Mom worried about Dad, who was having to
work so hard to support our family. The conjectures of our older relatives about our family’s
streak of bad luck further contributed to her unhappiness. She was so depressed that she lost interest
in going out. She was cooped up at home all day
long, watching TV or nodding off on the sofa. She
was drained of energy. Her life was “lifeless.”

Yang Hui-mei (right) and Chen Ying-qi together lift a
large bag of plastic bottles. It doesn’t take visits to
a gym to get stronger. Volunteering at a recycling
station has helped Yang build strength in her
hands, legs, and back.

ology, OB/GYN, ENT, orthopedics, neurology,
psychiatry, and traditional Chinese medicine.
They also tried different hospitals. Mom even
underwent a full physical examination, including
an MRI scan. All their efforts, however, were to no
avail—every doctor that examined her remained
mystified as to the cause of her illness.
The variety of medications Mom took
increased with time, even though she continued
to suffer from sleep loss and a poor appetite. She
grew thinner and weaker and even began to have
difficulty walking.
Mom’s illness was hard not just on her, but on
Dad too. He lost his mother when he was 17, and
he suffered a great deal from that loss. It wasn’t
until he met my mom and started a family with her
that he felt he had finally found an anchor in life.
The endless rounds of medical tests, reviewing the
results with doctors, and failing to find any marked
relief despite treatment deeply frustrated him.
Disappointment and fear became his daily companions that relentlessly ate away at him.
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I had my share of fear and worry for her too.
During the time when Mom was seeing one doctor after another, I’d gasp whenever my cell phone
rang. I was overwhelmed by the fear that the caller was going to deliver heartbreaking news about
my mother. I was 17 at the time.
At the suggestion of some older relatives, my
dad decided to seek divine help. He arranged for
my mom to move into a Taoist temple whose
abbess was a friend of my parents. During her
stay there, my mom also received herbal treatments and kept to a diet recommended by a
Chinese medicine doctor. With that and with the
solace provided by religion, my mom gradually
began to mend. She gained back some weight
and things seemed to be improving. However,
five months after she had moved into the temple,
the abbess said she was too tied up to help take
care of my mom anymore. Mom had no choice
but to return home.
Within a little over a month after she moved
back home, Mom was unwell again. “Doctor, what
on earth is wrong with me again?” More doctor
visits brought no solution to her problem, so Dad
arranged for her to stay at two more temples. In
the quiet and peace of the temples, Mom convalesced. Four months later, she finally felt well
enough to come home and reunite with us.

Can someone like me do good too?
“You are the master of your destiny, not a
slave to it.” “Do good and help others. As the
good you do accumulates, your fate will change
for the better.” These words were from a book
Mom had read during her stay in a temple. The
book was compiled from a series of lectures on
Liao-fan’s Four Lessons, a famous Chinese book by
Yuan Liao-fan (袁了凡, 1533-1606.) The gist of
Four Lessons is that people can change their destiny by nurturing kindness in themselves, performing good deeds, and refraining from doing
wrong. Inspired by these teachings, my mom
wanted to do good to create blessings for herself
and her family. But she didn’t know how. “Where
can I go to do good?” she pondered. “What can a
person as frail as me contribute?”
Maybe because her fortune was about to turn,
or maybe because heaven finally took pity on her,
my mom saw a Da Ai TV program that featured
Tzu Chi recycling volunteers. She discovered that
she could volunteer at a Tzu Chi recycling station.
Taking a first step toward that goal, however,
wasn’t easy. After all, she had been a stay-at-home
housewife for over 20 years. She had qualms about
going among people to volunteer, and she kept
having second thoughts. Eventually, after praying
time and again to the deities we worshipped in our
home for their blessings, she stepped out into public. She wanted to learn from Yuan Liao-fan and do
3,000 good deeds to change her destiny.
My mom first walked into a recycling station
in 2016. The first person she became acquainted
with there was Sister Chen Ying-qi (陳瑛琦). Chen
gave her a lot of help. Being physically weak,
Mom couldn’t even properly tie up a bag of sorted

plastic bottles. “I’m really sorry,” Mom would say
to Chen. “I don’t know why my knots always end
up too loose, and I always need your help to tighten them up.” Chen would wave away her apologies and comfort her by saying, “Don’t worry.
You’re doing okay. I didn’t get good at this overnight. Give it time. You’ll get better.”
“Allow me, allow me,” Sister Chen Chun-mei
(陳春梅) called out. Every time someone needed
help fetching stuff at the station, she was always
quick to offer a hand. Despite being 82 years old,
she was agile and light on her feet. Looking at her,
Mom thought to herself, “I’m still young and yet
my steps are so heavy. I have to drag my feet when
I walk. I wonder what a miserable mess I’ll be
when I get to Chen’s age.”
Mom decided to hold Chen up as an example
as she strove for physical fitness. She started
doing exercises to build up strength in her legs
and to increase her balance. Her efforts paid off.
She started off so fragile she couldn’t help but
worry that she might fall just walking the short
five-meter distance from the kitchen to our living
room. But gradually, her steps became firmer,
steadier, and faster. One day she cheerfully said to
me, “Now when the postman delivers registered
mail to us and I need to answer the door, I no longer have to keep him waiting so long.”
Mom told me that she had made a pledge the
first day she had volunteered at the station. She
had returned home that day from the station with
her head dizzy and her legs aching. She lay
exhausted on the sofa looking at her legs covered
with medicated patches, but instead of pitying
herself for her bodily discomforts, she prayed to
the Medicine Buddha: “Today was my first day at
the recycling station. I met many older volunteers
there working to protect the Earth. At their age,
their physical functions are declining. Medicine
Buddha, please grant me better health so that I can
help out more and spare them from the heavier
work. I want to do more to pay back society.”
Mom and me together
“Would you like to go to the recycling station
with me tomorrow?” Mom asked me one day.
“Me? What can I do there?”
“There’s a lot you can do. Just come and see.”
This conversation took place between Mom
and me when I had just lost a job for the first time
in my life. Since I was between jobs, I didn’t think
much before saying yes to Mom’s invitation.
The next day, I followed her to the recycling station where she volunteered. When the other volunMay 2019
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teers there saw me, they praised me for being a
good kid and coming to help. I was feeling low for
just losing my job, so their compliments didn’t
bring me much joy. Mom showed me around the
station. During the tour I saw many grey-haired,
stooped elderly volunteers. I also saw mountains of
recyclable garbage waiting to be sorted. I thought to
myself, “Can these old people successfully tackle
those small mountains of recyclables?”
After working there for half a day, I felt a
marked lift in my mood. I didn’t know if the
improvement in my spirits was due to all the
physical work I had done—which, like exercise,
might have triggered a release of endorphins in
my brain—or due to the fact that I had been deeply inspired by the older people I saw at the station. They were full of energy despite their age,
working tirelessly away at the mountains of garbage. Looking at them, I thought: “Despite being
old, they are working so hard to reclaim reusable
resources and do the Earth a good turn. As a
young person, I should learn from their can-do
spirit instead of becoming dispirited by a little setback in life. There is so much to do to contribute to
the well-being of the world. I must perk up and
do my best to help.”
After that, whenever I had time, I went with
Mom to volunteer at the recycling station.
Though the garbage at the station sometimes
smelled, the passion of the volunteers there was
enough to make me ignore the stench. Besides,
there was the aroma of food from the kitchen,
from the snacks that volunteers were preparing
for people serving there.
The big Tzu Chi family
Bi-bi-bo-bo—this was the noise made when one
stepped on a plastic bottle to flatten it. I saw Mom
tackle one bottle after another at the station by
flattening them with her foot, a steady rhythm to
her actions. Her attention was no longer so
focused on her illness and bodily discomforts. She
might still feel unwell, but it didn’t seem to bother
or worry her as much as before. Additionally, she
no longer felt that she was volunteering in order
to earn spiritual merits for herself and to change
her destiny for the better. Instead of treating volunteering as a means to an end, she contributed
what she could because she felt that, as Master
Cheng Yen says, when you know something is
right, you should just do it.
Aside from recycling, as long as her time
allowed, she followed Sister Chen Ying-qi to serve
as a culinary volunteer and cook for Tzu Chi
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events. The first time she did this, she came home
impressed: “I saw such a huge wok today! The
volunteers were so strong, stir-frying vegetables
in that huge frying pan. The wok we use at home
is so tiny compared to the one I saw today!”
At the invitation of volunteer Guo Chun-mei
(郭春美), Mom took part in a musical adaptation
of The Thirty-Seven Principles of Enlightenment
staged at Tzu Chi year-end blessing ceremonies
held at the foundation’s Taichung branch office in
central Taiwan. Mom really enjoyed it, saying that
this was the first time she had absorbed Buddhist
teachings in a way other than reading about them
in a book. Buddhism was made more accessible
this way, she said.
Under her influence, I grew more and more
curious about Tzu Chi. One day, I ran into volunteer Chen Jing-hui (陳菁惠) at the recycling station.
Maybe because I was young or maybe because she
saw some potential in me, she asked if I’d be interested in serving as a documenting volunteer and
helping record Tzu Chi events. She invited me to
go take a look for myself when she and other documenting volunteers went out on an assignment.
Out of curiosity, I accepted her invitation.
I followed a team of documenting volunteers
to a nursing home that Tzu Chi volunteers regularly visit. I also joined a free clinic mission conducted by members of the Tzu Chi International
Medical Association in Taichung. Both events
offered services for seniors. What really amazed
me was the contrast between the elderly folks we
served at the events and the elderly volunteers at
the recycling station. Both groups were advanced
in age, but one group waited to be served, while
the other group, full of drive and energy, went all
out to give of themselves.
I had another eye-opening experience in
November 2018. That month, I was invited to
help record a training camp for trainee volunteers from outside of Taiwan. Carrying a pen and
paper, I walked briskly into the venue at the Tzu
Chi Taichung office. When I arrived at the work
area for documenting volunteers, I looked
around and drew a sharp breath. “Wow! What a
huge lineup!”
Volunteers wearing headphones sat along a
long row of desks, each with a notebook computer in front of them, operating different software
programs. A senior volunteer said to me, “This
area is for video-editing volunteers, that area is
for volunteer writers. Over there are volunteer
interpreters.” This large group of people were
like employees in a company, each performing a

Yang Hui-mei (first row, third from right)
takes part in a musical adaptation of The
Thirty-Seven Principles of Enlightenment
at a Tzu Chi year-end blessing ceremony
in Taichung, central Taiwan.

different set of duties but all working
toward the same goal. The only difference was that the people I saw in front of
me were all volunteers, receiving no pay
for their work.
As the camp progressed, I had the
opportunity to see Master Cheng Yen,
the founder of Tzu Chi, in person. I saw
her walk slowly into the hall where we
were gathered as the emcee announced
her arrival. That was an emotional
moment for me. I couldn’t stop tears
from filling my eyes as I looked at her. It
was beyond me to articulate my feelings.
I only knew I was deeply moved.
Tzu Chi is a very big organization, and
since I was still new, I probably got a little
carried away when I saw Master Cheng
Yen in person. I saw how thin and feeble
she was, and yet despite her poor health,
she had a heart big enough to accommodate and love every human being in the
world. I felt grateful to be in her presence
while at the same time I felt for her for the heavy
burden she bore.
I once asked Mom and Dad how such a large
organization as Tzu Chi managed its many unsalaried volunteers. At that moment in the hall, I
seemed to find the answer to my question. Tzu
Chi doesn’t run its organization based on any
rigid, standardized business model, but with the
simplest love.
“Gratitude, respect, and love”—the Tzu Chi
core values—is not just a slogan in Tzu Chi. I feel
it in people around me. Sister Lin Ling-li (林玲悧),
for example, has been very good to me. Ever since
I joined the ranks of documenting volunteers, she
has been coaching me on how to write. Every time
she finishes what she has to say to me, she always
adds, “Just do your best. Don’t feel any pressure.”
At 24, I have had two years of work experience
since I graduated from college. At work, people
don’t use that kind of tone with you. They have
no patience for you. If you do a poor job at anything, you can expect a good scolding from your
supervisors. Sister Ling-li, by contrast, always
shows me a lot of love and patience. I’m very
happy I could join the big family of Tzu Chi.

Mom is different
Dad and I, sitting in the audience, had our
eyes focused on the same spot on the stage. Mom
and many other volunteers were putting on a
sutra adaptation at a Tzu Chi year-end blessing
ceremony. On stage, they were performing sign
language songs with Buddhist teachings incorporated into the lyrics. As I saw how confident Mom
was as she signed the lyrics, my eyes became
blurry with tears.
I reflected on the changes that have come over
her in the last three years since she took up recycling, and on how those changes have influenced
the atmosphere in our family. She has become
healthier and more at ease, which in turn has
warmed up our family atmosphere. Our home has
become brighter. Mom no longer wallows in selfpity, and she and Dad have stopped arguing as
much as before.
My mom’s world has changed, and so has
mine. Taking part in Tzu Chi activities has broadened my horizon; my world has become wider. As
a newbie in Tzu Chi, I still have a lot to learn. As I
continue to walk on this path, it’s good to have
Mom’s company.
May 2019
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Tzu Chi Medical Care
for an Underserved Area

Dentist Lin ChiehWei (林玠緯) of
Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital takes
care of a patient
in the dental clinic at Yuli Tzu Chi
Hospital (below).

The eastern seaboard of Taiwan is a relatively remote area, where it is difficult for some
inhabitants to access medical care. Three Tzu Chi hospitals in the region are filling in the
gap the best they can.
Text and Photos by Jiang Jia-yu
Translated by Tang Yau-yang

CHEN SHI-YUAN
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T

he East Rift Valley is a narrow strip of land
that stretches for about 180 kilometers (110
miles) down the eastern coast of Taiwan—
roughly from Hualien City in the north to
Taitung City in the south, the largest cities in the
valley. In the old days, that long stretch of Taiwan
had no sizeable medical facilities. People needing urgent care or suffering more serious conditions had to be driven to either Hualien or
Taitung, near the two ends of the valley, for medical attention. Optimal treatments were often
delayed or missed entirely because patients
spent the most precious moments for treatment
in a vehicle rather than in a hospital.
Tzu Chi set out to reduce that distance by
opening Yuli and Guanshan hospitals around the
midriff of the valley. Yuli Tzu Chi Hospital in Yuli
Township, Hualien County, opened on March 15,
1999. Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital in Guanshan
Township, Taitung County, began operation exactly one year later, on March 15, 2000.
When Tzu Chi opened Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital in Hualien City in 1986—now a major
medical center in eastern Taiwan—it experienced
a lot of difficulty recruiting and retaining medical
professionals because of its relatively remote location. Yuli and Guanshan are even more remote
than Hualien, so it is no surprise that those hospitals had difficulties recruiting doctors too. Even
today, two decades later, they struggle to recruit
and retain doctors.
In response, Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital has
mobilized its own doctors to support its two sister hospitals. Physicians in various specialties
travel to Yuli or Guanshan once or twice a week
May 2019
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In addition to seeing
outpatients at
Guanshan Tzu Chi
Hospital, Wang
Po-kai, the head of
the Department of
Anesthesiology and
Pain Management at
Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital, supports
the operating room
there as well.

to help out. The three hospitals work together to
serve the medically underserved population in
the valley.
Hospital staffers need dentists too
Physicians sent by Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital
to help staff the Yuli hospital include members of
the general surgery, orthopedics, neurological surgery, cardiology, dentistry, gastroenterology, urology, and psychiatry departments. Dr. Wang
Ji-hung (王志鴻), cardiologist and vice superintendent of Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, has supported
the Yuli hospital since its inauguration.
In November 2017, to make sure that the two
smaller hospitals had the full support of Hualien
Tzu Chi Hospital, Master Cheng Yen urged the
Hualien hospital to do all it could to support the
two hospitals. In response, Dr. Lin Shinn-zong
(林欣榮), superintendent of Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital, asked the head of Human Resources to
survey the unmet needs of those two hospitals.
The superintendent of Yuli Hospital at the time,
Dr. Chang Yuh-lin (張玉麟), pointed out the need
for more dentists, because even his staff, not to
mention the general public, were having to wait
too long for dental appointments.
There are 90 dental practices in Hualien
County, but only 11 of them are located south of
Guangfu Township. This means that over 80 percent of dental resources are concentrated in the
northern half of the county. Likewise, of the 48
dental practices in Taitung, 40 are in the county’s
southern half. The uneven distribution of dental
practices makes it inconvenient for residents in
the midriff of the East Rift Valley to get dental
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Gastroenterologist
Yi Chih-hsun of
Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital does an
ultrasound exam on
a patient at Yuli Tzu
Chi Hospital. The
doctor has supported Yuli by seeing
patients there for
over 15 years.

care. This is the very area that the Yuli and
Guanshan hospitals strive to serve.
In the early days, the Yuli hospital had only
one full-time dentist, Dr. Cai Rui-feng (蔡瑞峰).
After Dr. Cai fell ill, Dr. Huang Ming-jie (黃銘傑),
head of dentistry at Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital,
began traveling south regularly to help sustain
dental services at the Yuli hospital. The request
from Superintendent Chang for more dentists
there prompted Huang to throw the strength of
his entire department behind Yuli. As a result,
since 2017, Yuli Tzu Chi Hospital has been able to
offer dental service Monday through Friday.
This has been a godsend for area residents, and
for people who worked at the hospital. Hospital
staffers had been hard pressed to get dental care
because there were just a few dental practices in
Yuli and by the time the staffers got off work, those
clinics might be closed for the day. Tang Jing-hui
(湯景慧), an administrative worker at Yuli Tzu Chi
Hospital, pointed out that oftentimes dental care
involves multiple clinical visits. The expanded
dental services at the Yuli hospital mean that she
and her colleagues can now get dental care at their
workplace and take less time off work to get their
teeth looked after. For example, it is now unnecessary for them to travel to Hualien for dental care—
they can get it right there at the hospital. Yuli staff
members enjoy this added convenience and are
understandably very grateful.
Devoted doctors
Like their dentist colleagues, doctors in other
departments of Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital have
also traveled to Yuli to support the hospital there.

For example, gastroenterologist Yi Chih-hsun
(易志勳) travels once a week to Yuli Hospital to
treat patients. After his morning rounds at the
Hualien hospital, Yi takes a two-hour shuttle bus
ride to Yuli. After attending to patients there, he
rides back to Hualien. He has been doing this for
15 years.
One day, an older woman, Ms. Zhang, came to
Yi’s clinic at Yuli. “You must have a gastroscopy
done, ma’am,” Yi said to the patient. “Your ulcer
is so big that it worries me, even if you don’t seem
concerned.” Yi gently patted her shoulder as he
urged her to get treatment.
Apparently this wasn’t the first time the two of
them had had such a conversation. Zhang said
that she cried the last time Yi suggested that she
have a gastroscopy. She had been so scared of the
procedure that she had planned to travel to
Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, where she could get
general anesthesia.
Dr. Yi said to her softly, “Since you’re already
at Yuli, let’s just do it here. Don’t spend that extra
money to travel to Hualien. Rest assured, I’ll be
extra gentle when I do the gastroscopy.” Yi managed to convince the woman and save her some
money. Afterwards, considering the severity of
her ulcer, he again reminded her of the importance of a proper diet.
Later that day, Yi had an appointment with Lin
Wan-mei (林完妹), a long-time patient. He was
scheduled to perform a colonoscopy on her husband soon. Lin asked when her husband had to
stop eating. She also asked the doctor about other
dos and don’ts before the procedure. Yi patiently
explained to her all the details.

Both Lin and her husband were long-time
patients of Yi’s. They lived in Ruisui, about 20 miles
to the north. They have used the medical services
at Yuli Tzu Chi Hospital for at least ten years.
“We used to go to Hualien to see doctors,” Lin
said, “but the Yuli hospital has become our hospital since it opened. It’s been very convenient for
us.” She also pointed out that Dr. Yi was very nice
and kind to his patients, and she was thankful to
him for relieving her acid reflux problem.
Dr. Yi recalled his early years of involvement
with the Yuli and Guanshan hospitals. At that
time, Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital sent two of its
doctors to provide gastroenterologist services at
these two hospitals. Yi, one of those two physicians, had just been promoted to attending
physician.
His trips to Yuli enticed him to stay to take care
of its inpatients, outpatients, and emergency
department. He even took on the responsibility of
supporting Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital. His days
were thus booked solid Monday through Friday.
He only returned to his home in Hualien on
Saturdays, after his morning rounds. Yi hustled
like that for a year. Thinking back, he admits it
was a crazy lifestyle. “I lived the life of an iron
man back then,” he said with a smile.
At that time, the two Tzu Chi hospitals in Yuli
and Guanshan each had two gastroscopes, but
they weren’t enough to meet the needs of their
patients. To compensate, Yi often carried two extra
gastroscopes, one in each hand, when he traveled
between Yuli and Guanshan. He badly wanted to
have more equipment that would enable him to
treat more patients more efficiently.
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Dr. Zhu Xin-kai examines patient Zhang Su-ying.
Zhang travels a long distance every three months
from Pingtung County to Guanshan Tzu Chi
Hospital to see Zhu.

“There’s a need for my service here, and since
I’m already doing it, I might as well keep at it,” Yi
said of his continued support of the Yuli hospital.
He pointed out that gastroenterologists are scarce
in the area, so patients have had to go to Hualien
for treatment, incurring more expenses and
spending more time on the road. His trips to Yuli
bring medical service to patients and save them
time and money.
In April 2018, Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital
expanded its support to Yuli Tzu Chi Hospital to
cover the staffing needed to offer a urological clinic
Monday through Saturday. Urologist Li Zheng-lin
(李政霖) has supported the Yuli hospital for more
than two years. Li said that his patients there often
tell him about their own families and their lives.
Small talk like that makes it easier for them to build
their doctor-patient relationships, which in turn
helps physicians gain better insight into patients’
conditions at home and in life. A physician can
offer whole-person care when they know the whole
person better.
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First train in, last train out
Further south at Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital,
services such as orthopedics, traditional Chinese
medicine, family medicine, and ENT are offered.
Thanks to physicians from Hualien Tzu Chi
Hospital, Guanshan also offers treatments in general surgery, cardiology, gastroenterology, neurology,
urology, psychiatry, physical therapy, ophthalmology, and hematological oncology. The support physicians take the first southbound train out of Hualien
at just past 6:00 a.m. to reach the Guanshan hospital
in time to start their clinics at nine.
Dr. Wang Po-kai (王柏凱), who heads the
Department of Anesthesiology and Pain Manage
ment at Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, is one of the
physicians supporting the Guanshan hospital. He
said that older people in the Guanshan area used
to forgo doctor visits because of the long trips
required. Now they don’t have to travel far to see
a doctor at a hospital. They can conveniently go to
Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital to have their diseases
or discomforts treated.
Lin Xiang (林香) lives in Taitung City. After hip
replacement surgery, the wound on her left hip
continued to ache. It was painful to the touch, and
when it got worse, it hurt even when she was still.
She tried medicine, but the pain persisted.

A friend recommended that she go to Hualien
Tzu Chi Hospital, about 200 kilometers (125
miles) to the north. She did and became a patient
of Dr. Wang. He injected medicine directly into
the affected area to help the adhesive nerves
relax. After four injections, Lin’s pain improved.
“Dr. Wang is very skillful and friendly,” Lin
said. “He listens carefully to us and takes good
care of our problems.”
When Wang learned that Lin lived in Taitung,
he suggested that she see him at Guanshan Tzu
Chi Hospital instead of traveling the long way—
about five times as far—to Hualien. If she saw
him at the Guanshan hospital, it would save her a
lot of time on the road.
In addition to outpatient duty, Wang also provides anesthesia support in the operating room of
the Guanshan hospital. He often takes the first
southbound train out of Hualien in the morning
and the last train of the day northbound to go
home after a long day of service.
His dedication does not go unnoticed. His
patients often thank him by giving him rice they
have grown themselves. “We’ve rarely needed to
buy rice now since I came here to support
Guanshan,” Wang smiled.
It is understandable and inevitable that Wang
at times feels tired from all the travel. On that he
said that if his treatments are apparently effective and are instrumental in improving patients’
quality of life, then all his efforts are well
rewarded. That has motivated him to continue
to serve Guanshan.
My savior
Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital cardiologist Zhu
Xin-kai (朱新凱) has also been a stalwart supporter of the Guanshan hospital for years.
“Dr. Zhu saved my life,” said Zhang Su-ying
(張素英). Ten years earlier, while visiting relatives
in Chishang, Taitung, her jaw became so sore and
numb she felt that it was falling off. She was
rushed to Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital in the middle of the night for emergency care. Doctors there
determined she had suffered a heart attack. She
was rushed to Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, where
Dr. Zhu treated her and saved her life.
Zhang experienced cardiovascular problems
twice after that, and she sought Zhu’s help both
times. Now she visits the doctor for follow-ups
every three months at Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital.
“Dr. Zhu not only saved my life,” she said. “He was
most considerate. He printed out my condition on a
small card for me to carry around.”

Zhang said that it has become her habit to see
Dr. Zhu. Her friends, and even Zhu himself,
have recommended that she see other physicians nearer her home in Pingtung County,
which is about three and a half hours by car
from Guanshan, but she refuses to take their
advice. Apparently, Zhu has won her over with
his friendliness and trustworthiness. She has
even recommended the Tzu Chi hospital to her
friends and neighbors.
Dr. Tsai Hsin-chi (蔡欣記), director of psychiatry for seniors at Hualien Tzu Chi Hospital, has
supported the Guanshan hospital for more than
14 years. Many patients have seen him for over a
decade.
Tsai said that many patients have become
like friends after a few visits. They trust him
enough to share with him things about their
families, so it doesn’t take long before he knows
all about everyone’s family situation. As his
patients open their hearts to him, his clinic
becomes more than a medical clinic—it’s like a
cozy chat room. Visiting him becomes a solace
for his patients. Patients show up “to see the
doctor and to let him see me,” as some aptly
describe their appointments.
Tsai has also taken on an additional task that
is quite out of the ordinary. On Thursday mornings, he goes to the Taitung Drug Abuser
Treatment Center in Luye Township, Taitung
County, to treat inmates. Though he is a psychiatrist, he sees inmates with all types of medical
issues. He has even treated toothaches. When he
is unsure of what to do with a patient, he refers
the patient to doctors who are in a better position
to deal with the case. Tsai tries to make it as easy
as possible for inmates to receive treatment. He
has found that his interactions with the inmates
have had a calming effect on them, making his
visits an important part of life behind bars for
some of them.
Having witnessed physicians from Hualien
Tzu Chi Hospital brave the long trips to support
Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital, local volunteer Chen
Rui-xian (陳瑞賢) said, “These doctors are really
devoted to patients here. Many patients and their
families have told me that they feel good to have
Guanshan Tzu Chi Hospital in the area, and they
are grateful to the doctors who come all the way
from Hualien.”
Guanshan, Yuli, and Hualien Tzu Chi Hospitals
form a network of medical services for residents of
and visitors to the East Rift Valley, guarding people’s health and saving their lives.
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Tzu Chi Events Around the World

Cambodia
Tzu Chi volunteers from eight countries held a
free clinic from March 1 to 3 in Prey Kabas District,
Takéo Province, Cambodia. A rice distribution
was also held there on March 3. The free clinic
served 5,789 patient visits, and the rice distribution benefited 1,370 needy families. Volunteers
also donated medical equipment to a local volunteer doctors association during their trip.
Over 300 medical professionals and support
volunteers from Taiwan, Singapore, Cambodia,
Malaysia, Vietnam, the United States, Laos, and
France worked together to serve patients at the
three-day free clinic held at Prey Kabas Referral
Hospital. Services in surgery, internal medicine,
ophthalmology, dentistry, and traditional Chinese
medicine were offered.
Sa Pichkhon, a 68-year-old farmer, had had
pain in one knee for three decades. Over 30 years
ago, she was on her way to work in the field when
an old wooden bridge she was crossing collapsed
and a two-centimeter-long (0.8-inch-long) splinter
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Dr. Tang Long-wen (唐龍文) diagnoses a child with a
swollen abdomen at a Tzu Chi free clinic held in Prey
Kabas District, Takéo Province, Cambodia. The free
clinic took place from March 1 to 3, 2019. HUANG WEN-XING

was driven into her knee. Her poverty prevented
her from seeking treatment, and the splinter
remained in her knee over the years. The pain that
it caused worsened the older she got. At the free
clinic, a doctor surgically removed the splinter
from her knee. She said that her gratitude was
beyond expression.
Ly Chanrith, 15, came to the free clinic accompanied by his mother. Ten days earlier, a seven-centimeter-long bump containing pus had formed on
his abdomen. When he sat he had to put his feet up
on another chair to ease the pain, but it hurt whether he moved or not. Dr. Chien Sou-hsin (簡守信),
superintendent of Taichung Tzu Chi Hospital in
central Taiwan, removed the boy’s lesion. When
the surgery was done, the boy’s mother thanked
the doctor with tears of happiness and relief. Her

family was so poor she had been
unable to take her son to a doctor,
and she had been terribly worried
about him. Chien praised the boy for
being brave during the surgical process, but he also felt deeply for the
plight of the medically underserved
people in this country.
Some patients were unable to
come to the free clinic, so volunteers
visited them at home. Son Ven, 34,
suffered from cerebral palsy; he could
neither walk nor talk. All day long he
just lay on his bed. Dr. Lin Ming-nan
(林名男), vice superintendent of Dalin
Tzu Chi Hospital, southern Taiwan,
took the patient’s blood pressure and
checked him for bedsores. He found
that Son Ven had been taken very good care of by
his older sister, his main caretaker, and he was completely free of bedsores. Dr. Lin donated a secondhand wheelchair to the family on behalf of Tzu Chi
so that Son Ven could be pushed outdoors to get
some sun and interact with neighbors. Lin also
demonstrated to the sister how to help her brother
exercise to slow the atrophy of his muscles.
On the afternoon of March 3, volunteers held a
rice distribution for 1,370 families. The rice was
provided by Taiwan’s Council of Agriculture.
Every household received two bags of rice, each
weighing 20 kilograms (44 lbs). Char Davit, 16,
said that a 20-kg bag of rice could last his family
of four for a month. He and his family were all
very happy to receive the aid.
During this trip to Cambodia, volunteers also
donated second-hand wheelchairs, electric hospital beds, walking aids, and medical tools to the
Samdech Techo Voluntary Youth Doctor
Association (TYDA). TYDA regularly provides
free medical care for people in rural areas throughout the country. Fifty TYDA members also served
at the three-day free clinic. A donation ceremony
was held at their headquarters on February 28.
The medical equipment was donated by people
and Tzu Chi recycling points in Singapore.
Vietnam
In Bến Tre Province, southern Vietnam, many
families suffer from a shortage of electricity due to
inadequate electricity supplies or because they are
too poor to afford the electric bills. To make life
easier for local needy people, Tzu Chi Vietnam
distributed solar panel sets to 467 households on
March 24. Each set included a solar panel, a bat-

People report at a distribution venue in Ba Tri
District, Vietnam. On March 24, Tzu Chi Vietnam
held two distributions of solar panel sets in Ba Tri
District and Bình Đại District, both in Bến Tre
CHEN BAO-ZHI
Province, benefiting 467 families.

tery, two LED lights, and an inverter. (A week earlier, on March 17, Tzu Chi Vietnam had distributed 465 solar panel sets in Trà Vinh Province, also
in southern Vietnam.)
On March 23, an advance team of 15 volunteers
arrived at Bến Tre Province to set up two venues
for distributions the next day, one located in Ba Tri
District and one in Bình Đại District. The volunteers had received notification that the power
would be out from five in the morning to seven in
the evening on the day of the distributions, so they
brought a generator to provide electricity for the
events. The team mindfully tidied the venues and
set everything up. They were so thorough that
they even cleaned the bathrooms.
On the morning of March 24, 45 more volunteers
arrived at Bến Tre Province after a three-and-a-halfhour journey from Ho Chi Minh City. The distribution in Ba Tri District was held in the morning; the
one in Bình Đại District in the afternoon. Both
events were kicked off with a short ceremony, during which Tzu Chi was introduced and volunteers
performed the Tzu Chi song “One Family.”
Volunteers conveyed the message through the song
that all the people in the world are one big family,
and that families care for and share each other’s
burden. There was also a session during which volunteers explained how to install a solar panel set.
The distributions began with volunteers bowing to the recipients and respectfully distributing
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the lighting kits to them.
Volunteers made home deliveries
for older people who couldn’t
come to the venues due to limited
mobility, and they visited families
who had difficulty installing the
solar panels themselves and set up
the equipment for them. When the
installation was done and the
lights lit up, some recipients even
broke into applause.
Nguyen Van Dao, a 61-year-old
recipient, told volunteers that he
was very grateful for the gift. He
said the lighting kit would come in
very handy when there was a
blackout, which often happened
on weekends.
Nguyen Thi Dieu, 79, lived
alone in a simple, small house that
kind-hearted people had built for her. She couldn’t
get around very easily, and life was hard for her.
“I’m so happy,” she said. “You gave me the kind
of lights for which I don’t even need to pay an
electric bill. Thank you!”
Indonesia
Torrential rain triggered flash floods and mudslides in Jayapura Regency, in the province
of Papua, in mid-March. At least 113 people were
killed and over 11,000 people were displaced. The
displaced people were spread across nearly 30
evacuation centers.
Tzu Chi volunteers in Jayapura and Biak, a
small island located near the northern coast
of Papua, quickly mobilized to help victims. On
March 17, six volunteers from Jayapura visited
Sentani, the worst-hit area, to assess damage and
evaluate how Tzu Chi could help. The following
day, they made two trips to the Jayapura Regent’s
office, which was serving as a shelter. They
brought eight packages of baby supplies, 13 boxes
of cereal, and 30 boxes of eggs to the evacuees
there. A female evacuee thanked the volunteers
with tear-filled eyes. She said that the floods had
come too quickly for her to take anything when
she fled her home with her baby daughter in her
arms. Just when she was worrying where to get
food for her baby, the volunteers delivered the aid
to them, relieving her of her worries.
Seven volunteers from Biak arrived at Jayapura
on March 20 with 50 boxes of Tzu Chi instant rice.
Together with local volunteers, they visited evacuation centers to extend care and distribute supplies.
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TAIWAN

Hualien: Headquarters
Tel: 886-3-8266779
Fax: 886-3-8267776
Taipei: Tzu Chi
Humanitarian Center
Tel: 886-2-28989000
Fax: 886-2-28989994

ARGENTINA

Tel: 54-11-48625770
Fax: 54-11-43140252

AUSTRALIA
Volunteers teach flood victims how to prepare Tzu
Chi instant rice. In mid-March 2019, heavy rains led
to floods and mudslides in Jayapura, Papua,
Indonesia. Tzu Chi volunteers delivered supplies,
including instant rice, to evacuation centers for disCOURTESY OF TZU CHI INDONESIA
placed victims.

In the period between March 21 and 26 alone, volunteers distributed 930 hot meals, 1,694 towels, 35
boxes of instant rice, 29 barrels of kerosene, 30
boxes of eggs, three boxes of cooking oil, and other
aid to 15 evacuation centers. At the same time, a
doctor, five nurses, and 14 support volunteers
worked together to provide free medical services to
victims at three evacuation centers. They served
414 patients between March 20 and 29.
On March 28 and 29, volunteers distributed
cash to 40 families who had lost loved ones to the
floods. Wekiben Giri cried sadly and told the volunteers who had come to her home that she had
lost two sons in the flooding. Volunteer Lister
Daniel hugged her and said, “Misfortunes are
hard to predict. I believe your two sons must have
obtained eternal life and are now with God. The
last thing they would have wanted would be to
see you so sad.” After crying some more, the
mother eventually calmed down. She said to the
volunteers, “Thank you. I believe God will reward
you for your good deeds.”
The floods took lives and caused severe
destruction. They seriously disrupted everyone’s lives. Volunteers hoped that their emergency aid and sincere care could help ease victims’ suffering.
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When we treat others with loving-kindness, we will not
stir up ill feelings, and we will be able to form good relationships with others.
—Master Cheng Yen
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